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l.O INTRODUCTION

i.i BACEGROUND

This Code of Current Measurement Practices for En-

forcement of Noise Ordinances is a compilation of the most prac-

tical and effective procedures being used by Stirs- and local

governments in their noise control enforcement efforts. Over

30 State and local officials reviewed these procedures for

technical feasibility, practicality, and ease of enforce-

merit. However, some of the procedures in the areas of con-

struction, recreational vehicle, powered model vehicles and

motorboat noise measurements have not been fully tested nor

evaluated by State a_d local noise programs. These specific

procedures have either been used in engineering design by

applicable industries and technical societies or are included

due to their potential value. As such, the appropriateness of

all of _hese specific procedures for use in State and local en-

forcement meeds to be confirmed and substantiated through _ield

testing s_udies. EPA intends to initiate a field program in

the near future to tes_ the reliability and validity of all of

these procedures, obtain data on sound levels emitted by sources,

and determine the costs of a_u/ninistering each procedure.

This document contains all of the procedures necessary

to cover the provisions in most State and local ordinances.

Each procedure represents the stage-of-the-art in local noise

enforcement. It is the intention of EPA to publish this docu-

ment in order that Sta_e and local officials can use these pro-

cedures as a valuable reference in developing their own
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measurement codes. After EPA concludes its planned testing

program, a _evised and final Code of Recommended Practices

for Enforcement of Local Noise Ordinances will be published.

To help communities wishing to adopt comprehensive

ordinances, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has intro-

duced the "Model Community Noise Control Ordinance. " (i) The

"Model Noise Ordinance" is intended to be used as a guide and

basic tool for large and small communities in t.heir efforts

to properly control and restrict noise. The Model Noise Or-

dinance is structured to best meet the local needs and condi-

tions of the community.

But, no matter how well or concisely any ordinance

or regulation is written, it can only be as effective as its

enforcement policy. And, an enforcement poli_ I rests on the

measurement procedures uses to determine compliance-with-the ..............

.....ordinance, especially when the ordinance stipulates the noise

....levels which are not to be exceeded.

This Code, distributed by the U.S. Environmental Pro-

faction Agency, is intended as a guideline for uniform measure-

ment procedures for use with either the EPA Model Community

Noise Control Ordinance or with an ordinance of the community's

choosing. The procedures presented herein should not be con-

fused with procedures adopted by EPA for regulatory purposes

and poin_ of sale certification procedures.

1.2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of this document is to provide com-

munities interested in adopting a noise control ordinance

2
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with a compilation of the most effective, feasible and inex-

pensive local noise control measurement procedures for effec-

tive enforcement. This Code of Current Practices establishes

tentative guidelines for the measur_nent and reporting of sound

lavels emitted by mobile and stationary noise sources.

This Code deals principally with _he measurement of

noise transmitted through air to a receiver. Noise measure-

ment methods are provided for noise sources listed below:

® Automobiles
e Buses

OConstruction Equipment
6 Motorboats

• Motorcycles
,e Powered Model Vehicles
e Recreation Vehicles
e Refuse Collection Vehicles
oTrucks

• Stationary Paoi!i_ies, i.e., Industrial Plants
Air Conditioners, and Construct--ion Sites-- .....

_n addition, since the Model Noise Ordinance contains, in "

Article X, provisions for restricting the development of

certain land use types (i.e., residential structures) due to

excessive axabient noise, procedures are provided for measuring

the outdoor day/night sound level, Ldn.

vibration measurement procedures as well as criteria

are also provided.

1.3 ORGANIZATION

This Code of Current Practices is divided into two

principal parts. Sections 2.0 through 4.0 discuss the theory

of sound and vibration and describe the ins_-Tuments which are

used to make _he measurements presented in this Code.
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Section 4.0 discusses vibration and instrumentation and also

includes vibration criteria recommended by the Comm/ttee on

Hearing, Bioacoustics and Biomechanics of the National Research

Council. Vibration procedures and criteria are recommended in

this document, although the Model Ordinance did not directly

address this most important area.

The second part, composed of Sections 5.0-15.0, con-

tains the sound measurement methods which may be used to en-

force a State or local noise ordinance. These sound measure-

ment methods are grouped as follows:

a. Stationary noise sources

b. Sound quality for land use assessment

c. Mobile noise sources

A thorough survey of the literature was performed to

identify existin_ measurement techniques. State and local en-

forcement agencies; domestic and foreign standards organiza-

tions, such as SAE, ISO, ASA; and industrial associations and

federal agencies with noise control jurisdictions were contacted

and asked to provide the measurement techniques used or

recommended. They were also asked to suggest measurement pro- . •

cedure formats. Matrices for comparing each of the major as-

pects of the techniques were prepared for each source category..

The techniques were evaluated using these matrices in terms of

their accuracy, ease of implementation, cost effectiveness and

applicability to a community's needs. The best features of

each were abstracted and/or modified as appropriate, to pro-

vide a single procedure for each source category.
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The completed noise measurement procedures were sent

to enforcement officials, industry groups and acoustical ex-

perts for comments. The comments were evaluated and, where

appropriate, were incorporated into the final doctunent. The

final Code reflects the needs and desires of the enforcement

people who will eventually use it.

The document was prepared so that each measurement

procedure could be used independently. Each measurement pro-

cedure contains all the necessary infez_nation for its implemen-

tation. A common format (with slight deviations) is used

threughout. This format contains:

• Purpose

i eEquipment
%Measurement Location

: D Personnel
eTes_ Site

: oTest Procedure

Methods to measure stationary noise source sound

levels are presented in Section 5.0. The Model Community

Noise Control Ordinance contains articles limiting the noise

emitted from construction sites [Article VZ, Section 6.2.6(b)]

and from a stationary source [Article VIII, Section 8.1 and

Section 8.2]. These recommended ordinance requirements can be

enforced by four types of test procedures which:

a. measure the equivalent A-weighted sound

level, Leq,* and the statistical sound
levels, LX,

b. measure the maximum A-weighted sound level,

Lmax,

•See Section 2.2 for terminology.
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c. measure the octave band sound pressure level

spectrum, and

d. measure the impulse sound level,

A vibration measurement procedure is also discussed

in Section 5.0. Operating or permitting the operation of any

device t-hat creates vibration above perception threshold levels

is a prohibited act discussed in Article VI, Section 6o2.12 of

the Model Community Noise Control Ordinance. The measurement

procedure is presented in Section 5. o. Perception threshold

criteria are discussed in Section 4.0, since communities may

want to stipulate specific requirements in their legislation.

The ambient sound level, or sound quality, is an im-

portant factor to consider in selecting land for the develop-

ment and huilding of habitable and institutional structures

and recreational'areas. .Land-use restrictions are presented

in ._rticle X Of the Model Community Noise Control Ordinance.

A method of community noise sampling requiring only

a sound level meter is presented in Section 6.0. The measure-

ment method allows a community to assess the ambient sound

climate with a minimum investment in sound measurement equip-

ment. The sampling technique provides camula_ive distribution

levels as well as _he equivalen= sound level, Leg.

For those communities interested in noise measurement

procedures to survey the noise environment throughout an entire

community, a Communiiz-Noise Assessment Manual: Acous_.ical

Survey, is available from the Na_/cnal _"_c.hn/_1 _c_a_-ic_ S_-ic_.



The second group of sound measurement procedures

deals with mobile on and off road vehicles. The measurement

procedures for Automobiles, Section 7.0, Buses, Section 8.0,

Motorcycles, Section ll.0, and Trucks, Section 15.0, are

similar. Two measurement procedures are provided. One mea-

sures vehicle boise while _b.e vehicles are operated on local

streets, roads, or highways. This measurement method provides

vehicle sound levels for enforcement of Article IX, Section 9.1

which specifies the maximum sound levels' which a motor vehicle

can emit while operating on a public right-of-way.

A second type of noise measurement procedure is also

provided for stationary operation and testing of the vehicle's

noise emission levels. It requires the motor vehicle to be

operated while stationary an a qualified test site. This latter

method is simple t_ _o¢_rmplish and provides sound level data

which are repeatable and legally defensible. The stationary

tes_ procedure is similar _o one of the U.S. Department of

Transportation interstate motor carrier noise measurement pro-

cedures. Zt is slightly modified for automobiles, buses, and

motorcycles. A community can choose the methodology which is

most appropriate, considering t-he available resources, manpower,

and ordinance requirements. Bo_h sets of procedures can be used

if a community desires a vehicle in use test and a separate pro-

cedure for certification during inspections.

A noise measurement procedure for construction euuip-

men_ noise is presented in Section 9.0. Measurement Of the

noise emitted from individual units of construction euuipmen_

i



is difficult to accomplish at an operating construction site.

A noise measurement procedure is described requiring that the

measurement be made at seven meters from the device. If high

ambient noise conditions exist, measurements are made at

closer distances or an adjus_ent is applied for the contribu-

tion o_ sources other than the unit under test.

This method is based on recommended practices by the

Society of Autc_notive Engineers z'5 and Compressed Air and Gas

Institute _ consensus standards. The federal Environmental

Protection Agency has also developed measurement methods used

for produoZ verification and enforcement of new equipment

(point of sale) noise standards. 5,6 Both the _echnical society

and Environmental Protection Agency methods require test sites

which exhibit numerous acoustical environ nental constraints.

For example, the surface between noise s_urce and microphone

must be sealed asphal_ with no large reflecting surfaces

within 30 meters of the microphone or the equipment being

measured.

Many construction sites do not meet this constraint

and do not qualify as valid noise emission measurement sites.

The measurement method presented in this Code is a pragmatic,

cost-effective means for community noise enforcement and not

necessarily a procedure which provides the required constraints

needed for ne W product noise level veriiicaticn and enforcement.

• A motorboat noise measurement procedure is presented

in Section 10.00 _t is based on the SAE noise measurement

me,hod for motorboats. Numerous tests, conducted by and

8



reported by the motorboat industry indicate the effectiveness

of the test procedure. Operating motorboats in excess of

regulated noise levels is discussed in Article VI, Section

6.2.15 Of the Model Community Noise Control Ordinance.

A method of measuring the noise emissions of powered

model vehicles is presented in Section 12.0. The Model Com-

munity Noise Control Ordinance suggests that m_imum sound

levels emitted by powered model vehicles (such as model air-

planes) "...shall he measured at a distance of feet

(meters) from any point on the path of _he vehicle." This

type of measurement may be quite difficult to achieve. In-

stead, an alternative measurement me_hod is presented. Most

models are very small noise sources and can be measured in a

. s_ationary mode at 1 me_er from _he test modeL. The measure---- ..........

merit procedure allows the test to be performed at or near rec_e--- ....

ational areas where the models will be used with_u/n±mum-n_l-se .............

interference from other nearby noise sources. The data ob-

tained from this _es_ method can be used to extrapolate the

noise from the model (in flight, for example) to noise sensi-

tive land use or _he recreational area boundary.

Section 13.0 provides a sound emissions measurement

procedure for recreational motorized vehicles. Recreational

motorized vehicles operating off public rights-of-way (such as

motorbikes) use small, air cooled two- or four-s_roke-en_e_."

Because of space, weight, and power I/mitations, the mufflers

employed on _hese vehicles are often ve_ I rudimentary. The

9



principal noise offender on these vehicles is typically the ex-

haust. These vehicles are addressed by Article IX, Section 9.2

of the Model Community Noise Control Ordinance. Mobile or ac-

celeration tests are too complex and require too extensive a

test area. Snowmobiles are also included in this category

[Recreation Vehicles). The snowmobile industry and SAE have

developed a consensus standard which requires a large test

site covered by either packed snow or turf (primarily grass

up to a maximum of 7.5 cm [3 in.] in height). 7 A procedure

requiring sound measurements at 0.5 meter (20 in.) from the

stationary vehicle's e.xhaust is presented in Sect!on 13.0.

Section , 14.0 presen_ a methodology for measuring

noise emissions of refuse collection vehicles. Refuse c01-

leo_ion vehicles .are heavy trucks with a trash compacting

mechanism mounted to the frame. Excessively high noise from

compactors is considered a prohibited act in the Model Com-

munity Noise Control Ordinance, Article IX, Section 9.1.3.

The noise from the compactor is measured in a manner similar

to EPA's recently proposed noise emission standard for truck

mounted solid waste compactors. _ The sound measurement proce-

dure presented requires sound measurements to be made at four

locations a_ right angles to each other around the vehicle,

while the vehicle is stationary during a normal compaczion cycle.

_n this way, all the significant noise producing components of

the vehicle are considered. Since it would be difficult to

standardize the amount of refuse to use during the test, the

sound measurements are made with the compacter empty.

m
J
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2.0 ACOUSTICAL T_EORY AND TERMINOLOGY

2.i INTRODUCTION

The purpose cf this section is to acquaint the user

of this Code of Current Practices with the theo_ I and termi-

nology used in the development of the noise measurement methods

discussed later in this report. The information presented in

this section is intended for indoctrination and reference. The

user of this Code who desires additional details and theoretical

depth should refer to t_xt books and reports presented in a

partial bibliography found at the conclusion of this section.

2.2 TE._hMINOLOGY

Most of the technical terr_, used th/oughout _he

"Model Ordinance" and the Code of Current Practices, are pre-

sented below. Expanded and additional definitions may be ............._----

found in _he text books and reports listed in the bibliography

at the end of this section .... __ _

.Acceleration is the time rate of change of vslocity.
It is a vibration quantity as used in this Code.

Units of acceleration are meters per second per
second (abbreviated m/see 2) or multiples of gravity
acceleration, "g". By international agreement, the
value of 9.806 m/sec z (32.17 ft/sec 2) has been

chosen as _he standard acceleration due to gravity.

Ambient Sound is _he all-encompassing sound associ-
ated with a given environment, usually a composite
of sounds from many sources near and far.

Average Sound Level is the same as equivalent sound
level.

A-weighted Sound Level is the sound level measured
after the amDient sound is filtered by the
A-weighting network (see Section 2.3.2).

12



Background Ambient Sound is the all-encompassing
sound associated wi=h a given environment excluding

the source being studied (i.e., automobiles, air
conditioners, industrial plants and others).

Day-Night Sound Level, Ldn, is the 24-hour equivalent
sound level, in decibels, dB, obtained after addition
of l0 decibels to nighttime (10:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M.)
sound levels.

Decibel, dB, is a unit of sound level (and other
levels as well). It is based on ten times the

logarithm (base I0) of the ratio of two quantities,
one of which may be a reference quantity.

_quiqalent Sound Level, Leg, is the A-weighted
ound level containing the same sound energy as

the time-varying sotlnd. Technically, the equivalent
sound level in decibels (dB) is the level of _he

A-weighted mean square sound pressure during the
stated time period referenced to the square of the
standard reference sound pressure of 20 microPascals.

Impulsive Sound is a brief increase in sound level
(generally more_han 10 decibels) above the back-
ground ambient sound level. The duration of a
single "impulse is usually less _ha_ one second.
Familiar impulsive sounds are dynamite blasts,
gun firing, and pile driving.

Noise Level is the same as sound level for sound in

air. Some people use "noise" only for undesirable
or unwanted sound. A sound level meter, however,

does not measure people's desires; therefore, to
prevent misunderstandings, it is suggested that _he
quantity measured by a sound level meter be called
sound level rather than noise level.

Percentile Sound Level, LX, is the sound level ex-
ceeded X-percen_ of _he time during the period of
observation. For example, L10 is the A-weighted
sound level exceeded ten percen_ of _he time during
the period of observation.

n
N

D

r.
_bb p. _

n _
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Pure Tone is a sound distinctly heard as a single
pluc-_equency) or series of single pitches. Ex-

amples are screech, whine, wh/stle, etc.

Sound Level, LA, is the weighted sound pressure
level obtained by the use of standard filters
(electrical circuits). The most commonly used

filter is the A-weighting network [see
Section 2.3.2).

So.und Pressure is the instantaneous pressure above
or below a static pressure (barometric pressure)
due to the sound wave. The root mean square (rms)
sound pressure is the square root of the average of
the square of the instantaneous sound pressures.

Sound Pressure Level is defined as 20 times the

logarit_un (base i0') of the ratio of the root mean
square sound pressure to a reference standard sound
pressure of 20 microPascals. It can be noted as

Lp : 20 Log_0 _rms
Po

where Po is _he standard reference sound pressure -
20 mioroPascala.

SteadZ Sound is a sound whose level remains essen-
tially cons=ant (variations equal to or less than
6 dB) during _he period of observation.

Vibration is an oscillatory, motion described by
either displacement, velocity, or acceleration
with respect to a given reference.

Wavelength, A, is the distance between _wo succes-
sive wavefronts in a periodic wave.

2.3 FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF SOUND MEASUR_4EN[S

2.3.1 The Nature of Sound

Sound, in its simplest ter_s, is a form of aerody-

namic vibration which transmits energy from one point in space

to another. _t is a pressure fluctuation to which the ear re-

sponds. Sound waves behave like the ripples in a pond pro-

duced by _.hxowing a stone into the water. Like the ripples,

D
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sound waves move away from the source at a oonsUant speed.

The mode of propagation is momentum exchange with no net

transfer of matter away from the source.

The speed of sound in air varies slightly with tem _

perature and humidity, but for most purposes may be regarded

as having a constant value of 340 m/sec _i120 ft/sec) .

A physical description of sound or noise, whether

from a single source or from sources in combination, requires

a knowledge of certain fundamental parameters. The five

basic parameters to be considered in the description of

sound include :

• Magni rude

• Frequency Distribution

• Directional Distribution

: • T_uporal Distribution* .

•Operating Conditions

Of these five basic parameters, the two, which-are ....

: used most often to define sound, are its frequency con_ent
i

(pitch) which is expressed in Hertz (one Hertz is equal to one

cycle/second) and its amplitude. Since sound is a pressure

phenomenon, the amplitude of a sound should be expressed in

units of pressure but is commonly expressed in decibels.

To develop a clearer idea of _he magnitude of

oo_unon sound signals, Figure 2.1 is presented. Note that

the range of sound pressure perceived by man is quite large,

on the order of l:l,000,000.

• *For time-varying sound

IS
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Due to the large range of sound pressures encountered

(see Figure 2.1), it is more convenient to express the sound

pressures on a logarithmic scale. This compression in scale to

smaller numerical values is easier to use. The sound pressure

level is defined as:

= pz dB = 20 Log (_o) dBLp !0 Log_0 CPoZ )

where p is the square root of the mean of
the square (ru_s) of the instantaneous sound
pressures, and Pc is a reference pressure.

The inter-nationally agreed upon standard reference pressure is

20 micropascals which corresponds approximately to the faintest

sound that an average young adult can hear in a quiet surround-

ing. The important point to remember is t-hat t,he decibel is

non-dimensional and is a ratio of two pressures. The sound

pressure level Lp in decibels relates to magnitude only be-

cause of the reference pressure.

Sound energy can be analyzed [using electronic instru-

ments) in hands of frequency. The preferred bands I for acoustic

measurements cover the audible range (nominally 20-20,000 Hz)

and consist of l0 frequency ranges. The frequency range of

; each band increases as the frequency increases. The upper

i frequency of each band is twice the lower frequency. For ex-

[ ample, the i000 HZ octave band extends from 707 Hz to 1414 Hz.

The preferred octave band center frequencies are 31.5 Kz, 63 Hz,

125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 HZ, 1000 Hz, 2000 HS, 4000 Hz, 8000 Hz, and

16000 Hr. Note the doubling here as well.
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For more detailed analysis of a sound's frequency

content, still narrower bands, such as i/3 or i/i0 octave

bands, are used.

2.3.2 A-Weighted Sound Level

The apparent loudness that we attribute to a sound

varies not only with the sound pressure but also with the fre-

quency of the sound. This is further complicated by the fact

that the frequency dependence is also a function of sound pres-

sure. Since loudness is a function of level and frequency, ...........

three standard criteria were developed many years ago to at-

tempt to convert a sound level meter to a loudness-meter

(somewhat unsuccessfully). These three criteria are shown in

Figure 2.2. Sound levels are measured by sound level meters

using electrical _omponents called networks. Most common of

these is the A-weighted network which attempts to reflect the

human ear's decreased sensitivity to low frequencies at normal

Sound levels. A sound measured with a device using such a net-

work provides a reading referred to as an A-weighted sound

level.

To determine the A-weighted sound level given the

octave band spectrum of sound, factors are subtracted from

the sound pressure level values in each octave band, and the

octave band sound pressure levels then added on an energy

basis. These corrections, obtained from the A-weighted re-

sponse curve shown in Figure 2.2., are tabulated below:

I •
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Octave Band A-Weighted
Cen_er Frequency Corrections

Hz dB

31.5 -39.4
63 -26.2

125 -16.1
250 -B.6
500 -3.2
i000 0
2000 +1.2
4000 +i.0
8000 --i.i

2.3.3 combinin_ Sound Levels

Very often there are two independen_ sound sources

radiating concurrently. To determine the combined effect of ..

the two sources, their contribution is added on an energy

basis (sound pressure levels are not added directly bu_ in-

stead are converted to mean square pressure terms, which are

added and _han reconverted to decibels). One meuhod of com-

bining sound !evels is the use of the graph in Figure 2.3.

By knowing the two levels and therefore _he difference be-

tween the two, the increment to be added to the higher level

is determined. This yields the resultan_ sound level. This

increment is read directly from the graph.

The graph presented in Figure 2.3 is based on the

following relationship:

_t : l0 Log [10 Lpl/10 + l0Lp2/10] dB

2O
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The total sound level _t can easily be determined using a

pocket calculator containing powers of ten, iO x, and ioqa-

rithm functions.

2.3.4 Equivalent Sound Level, Leg

Environm_nta! noise is not steady bu_ fluctuates con-

siderably in level wi_h time. TO fully characterize the expo-

sure of an individual to time-varying sound levels, a history

or cumulative distribution of the sound levels would be neces-

sary. This requires a large number of samples. To simplify

matters, noise _rom both individual events and quasi-steady

state sources are averaged. This time weighted average is

known as =he equivalent sound level (Leg). The equivalent sound

level is equivalent to (or equal to) the steady noise level

which in a sta=ed period of time would contain the same acous-

tic energy as _he =ime-varyinq sound. The mathematical definl-

tion of Leq for an interval T is:

Leq= i0 Log (+ fT _(t) dr) dB
0 Poz

where p(t) is :he time-varying :Tns sound pressure

and Po is the re_erence pressure.

.Am approximation to this integral is:

l n :i 10 Li/10
Leq= 10 Loq l0 (_-[i=l )
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where L i is the sound level for time interval i
t i is length of time interval i

and T is the period of interest.

2.3.5 Day-Night Sound Level, Ldn

The development of equivalent sound level was fol-

lowed by the development of _he day-night sound

level. This is _he average A-weighted sound level during

a 24-hour time period with a 10-decibel weighting (penalty)

applied to the nighttime sound levels (i0 P.M. to 7 A.M.).

This may be expressed mathematically as:

Ldn = l0 Loq _4 ([15(10Ld/10)+9(10(Ln+10)/10) ]) .............

where Ld _ Leq for the daytime (0700-2200 hours)
and Ln Leq for the nighttime (2200-0700 hours)

This computation is easily accomplished using a pocket calcu-

lator. The following example illustrates the method used to

compute Ldn:

........ Example: The day and night sound levels are .................
58 dB and 52 dB, respectively.

i0_8/_° = 630957

This value must be multiplied by 15.

15 x 630957 = 9464360

:' Ten decibels are added to the night
sound level. The result is divided

by i0 and raised to the power of ten.

l0 (sz÷_°)/_a = 1584893

This value must be multiplied by 9

9 x 1584893 = 14264039

:
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The two factors are added and divided by 24.

9464360 + 14264039 23728399
24 = 24 = 988683

Ld n = 10 Log 988683 = 60 dB

;Obviously, this example is more easily accomplished using a

icalculator.

2.3.6 Distance Attenuation

Sound waves for many situations may be approximated

by a free spherical progressive wave. This is analogous to

waves propagating radially from a small sphere. The emitted

sound intensity spreads ou_ from the source with continuously

increasing radii. In _he absence of any losses (absorption),

the sound power mus_ remain constant (conservation of energy).

Therefore, the intensity a_ a given distance from _ha source

mus_ be proportional to the inverse of _he spherical surface

area (radius squared). "The sound level a_tenuation as a

function of distance can easily be computed. The "inverse

square law" of attenuation, as it is oommonly called, is

6-decibel Eeduotion for each doubling o_f distance from its

origin. Figure 2.4 can be used for determining the sound

pressure level at differen_ soumee-receiver distances.

For example, if _he sound level at 200 meters is

92 dB, _-he sound level at 950 meters is obtained by entering

the graph a_ a ratio of 4.75 and reading 13.5 dB attenuation.

Subtracting !3.5 from 92 provides the sound level of 78.5 dB.

Alternately, a calculator cam be used for determining distance

attenuation.
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950)
Attenuation = 20 Log (_'6"0

Lp95G = Lo200. - 20 Leg (9502__)= 92 - 20 Log (2--_)950

_950 = 92 - 13.5 = 78.5 dB

Note that this relationship only holds for small

sources or for large distances (three times the major dimen-

sions) from large sources.

Sound level attenuation calculited "by this procedure

assumes free field conditions and does not include the attenua-

tion due to air absorption and effects of ground cover, such as

trees and brush. Discussions of these additional attenuation ef-

fects which can be signifiean_ over very large distances are

available in several references found in the bibliography at

the end of this seo_ion. (2; In urban areas where many reflect-

ing surfaces and free field sondi_lens do not exist, attenua-

tion may be less _han 6 dB/DD. Caution, therefore,'should

be exercised in uslng these fig_/res.

Traffic noise for _he flowing highway traffi= does

not radiate in a similar manner. The sound propagates not as

if from a small sphere, but as if from a cylinder. The attenua-

tion factor for _%is case is approximately 3 decibels for

each doubling of distance. For certain traffic flows, the at-

tenuation factor is between _he spherical and nhs cllindrical.

An often used quantity for traffic noise a_tenuation wi_h dis-

tahoe is 4.5 decibels for each doubling of distance.
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2.3.7 Effect of Reflective Surfaces

Often conditions at a measurement location are far

from ideal. A micrcphcne placed too close to a sound reflect-

ing surface will respond to bo_l the sound traveling directly

from the source and the sound reflecting from the surface.

An error, as much as about 4 decibels, can result°

Small objects, which are no closer to the source

than 5 meters, chain link fences or low-lying vegetation

should not be considered reflecting surfaces, i

For situations where reflecting surfaces affect the

measurement accuracy, approximate corrections for reflections

can he made. These corrections, based on the distance the

microphone or source is from the reflecting surface, are pre-

sented in Table 2.1. _ The corrections are subtracted from

the measured values.

The special case for reflecting surfaces near road-

ways has been investigated and a homograph has been prepared,

see Figure 2.5. _ Note that corrections for reflecting surfaces

on either side of the roadway can be found. The examiner must

estiznate _he distance (D) between the centerline of the lane

of travel and the nearest reflecting surface. The distance

(L) from the microphone to its nearest reflecting surface

is also determined. To determine =he correction, locate

i_ the two distances on their respective axes on the nomogram,
ii
:: Figure 2.5. Connect the uwO points by a straight line.
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Table 2.1 Correction Factors to be Subtracted
from Measured Values due to

Ref!ect_ng Surfaces

Distance microphone
or source is from

reflecting surface a Correction
Meters{feet] dB

31 (i00) 0.S
15 CS0) 1
8 (2S) 2
4 _12) 3
2 (6) 4
1 [3) 5
o,3 CI) 6

aThe reflecting surface should be larger than
6 m x 6 m x 3 m C20 f_ x 20 f_ x i0 f_)
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The correction ks found at the intersection of this line and

the central axis. Subtract this correction from the measured

values.

_ample: Automobile noise levels _e measured at a location

along a thoroughfare. Apartment houses are on one

side of the road wb_ile large warehouses are on the

other. The microphone is located 15 meters from _he

nearest lane of _raffic but is only 5 meters from the

walls of the apartment building. This lane of traf-

fic is 35 meters from the warehouses on the other

side of _he roadway. The automobile noise _s mea-

sured at an A-weighted sound level of 85 dB. Wha_

is the corrected value of automobile noise?

The d/stances D and L for the homograph, Figure 2.5,

are 2Q meters and 5 meters, respectively. A line

bst_4een these points passes through _e correction

value of 2 dB which must be subtracted from the mea-

sured value (see Figure 2.5). Thus, the corrected

so_d level for the automobile is 85 - 2 = 83 dB.

"{ ........F
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3.0 INSTRUMENTATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Noise measuring instruments and support equipment

such as wind speed indicators, hygrometers, tachometers, and

watches are used in the noise measurement methods presented in

this Code of Current Practices. In the following sections,

the theory and techniques for each instrument are discussed.

3.2 SOUND LEVEL METERS

The basic components of a sound level meter are the

microphone, an amplifier, a filter, a detector, and a read-out

device. These components are shown schematically in Figure 3.1.

The microphone is a _r_nsducer which converts time-

varying sound pressure to a time-varying electrical signal.

The voltage of this signal is very low and needs to be in-

creased. This is accomplished by the amplifier Most sound

level meters contain an electronic circuit which varies the

voltage of _he signal in a desired manner. Normally, t_his

circuit, called a filter, varies the signal voltage as a

function Of frequency. The A-weighting network (filter) dis-

cussed in Section 2.3.2 reduces the voltage a great deal in

the low frequencies in an attempt at simulating _he human

ear's effect on sound as one hears it. At the outlet of Cue

filter, _he signal is still time-varyinq. But in order to

provide a read-out in decibels, the signal must be detected.

That is, the square root o_ _he mean (average) of _he square
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Of this signal (_-ms[ is determined by another electr0nio cir-

cuit. In tb-is _ection of th_ sound level meter, the logarithm

c_ the r_s voltage is also obtained. The detector, in effect,

chenges the s_gnals" c_aracterlstios from alternatZng current

[A.Co) to direct current [D.C.). The read-out is usually a

volt-meter with a needle movement which displays the voltage

output of the detector on a scale in decibels.

eMicrophone

There are a number of different types of microphones

in use. The most common are the cer_u_ic (piezoelectric), the

condenser, and the electret microphones. Some e!ectrodynamio

microphones are available hut they are less common.

The ceramic microphone consists of a diaphragm

which is fastened to a piezoelectric c_istal. Sound pressure

is converted int_ a force, which bends the crystal. When a

piezoelectric crystal is strained, it produces a voltage.

The condenser microphone also uses a diaphragm to produce

motion. This motion changes the electrical capacitance formed

between =he thin diaphragm and a back plate. When a high D.C.

polarizing voltaqe is applied to the capacitor, a =_me-va_-jinq

vol._aqe, proportional to the acoustic pressure, is produced.

The electret microphone works on the condenser principle. A

suitable plasnic coating applied to the _hin diaphragm main-

tains its own polarization (D.C. voltage). The capacitance

change caused by mc_icn of the diaphragm produces a voltage.
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The voltage produced by the microphone may not be

linearly related to the sound pressure due to the microphone

geometry and ccnst_-uction. The sensitivity _f common micro-

phones decreases at very low frequency (less than 20 Hz), is

flat (linear) for frequencies between 50 Kz and 8000 Hz, and

increases above 8000 Hz. The frequency characteristics of a

one-half inch condenser microphone are shown in Figure 3.2.

Two frequency characteristics are shown. Note that the micro-

phone respon@e is more linear for sounds reaching it from all

directions than from a sound reaching i= along its axis. I__t

is important, therefore, to follow all microphone manufacturer

(or sound level meter manufacturer) ins_ruction@.for the orien-

tation of their microphones for _he mos_ accurate results.

eAmplifier

The amplifier used in a sound level meter is similar to

the a_p!ifier used in a good Hi_i system. I_s purpose is to in-

crease the output vol_aqe and output power without distorting

_he signal. The frequency response for the sound level meter

amplifier shall be flat from below 20 Hz to above 20,000 He.

The amplifier must increase _he output voltage in

steps. Ten decibel steps are mos_ often used.

oFilter

Weighting networks are a uype of filter provided

with the sound level meter to present a measure of how sound

is perceived by an individual. In ccmmuni=y noise measure-

ments, the A-weighting network gives good corre!a=ion
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with human perception. Some sound level meters are also equipped

with B-, C-', and flat-designated weighting networks. Dif-

ferences between the sound pressure levels measured with the

C or flat weightings and the A-weighting provide a good approxi-

mation of the ratio of high to low frequency distribution of a

noise. The ideal A-, B-, and C_weighting network response

curves, as specified by ANSI el.4-1971, are shown in Figure 2.2.

A frecD/ency analyser is basically an electronic

filter which selectively passes only those frequencies for

which it is tuned. Zn this way, the level read on the meter

is related to the energy content at the tuned frequency or con-

tained in the band of frequencies passed. These analyzers may

be an integral part of soun_ level meter systems, or they may

be separate units that must he attached to separate read-out

devices. _n &ny'case, instructions from the[ins_z_mentmanu-

facturer must be followed carefully.

The octave band analyzer uses the most connmon set of

............ filters used for noise measurements today. Octave bands are

! the widest of the co_on band widths used for analysis and

thus provide spectral infer:nation of sound pressure requiring

a minimum number of measurements.

An octave band is defined as having an upper band-

edge frequency equal to twice the lower band-edge frequency.

The center frequency of an octave band is found from the square

root of the product of the upper and lower band-edge frequencies.

However, rather than specifying the upper and lower band-edge



frequencies, national and international standards on octave

band analyzers have specified the center frequencies and from

these the upper and lower band-edges. The standardized

octave band center frequencies are 31.5, 63, 125, 250, 500,

1000, 2000, 4000, 8000, and 16000 Hz. Octave denotes a

doubling. Note that not only are tile band widths of each

octave band one octave wide, but alse the interval between

center frequencies is one octave. Figure 3.3 shcws the genera].

octave band shape of a band pass filter wi_h a center fre i .......

quency of i000 Hz. _ Octave bands increase in width with

increasing frequency, thereby permitting more sound enerqy to

be transmitted in the upper bands than in the lower. For ex-

ample, at 100 Hz, the band width is 70.7 HZ wide, while at

1000 Hz, it is 707 Hz and at 10,000 Hz it is 7070 Hz wide.

eDetector

The electrical signal from the microphone is

typically comprised of the sum of many components at different

frequencies. The square root of the mean of the square oi .........

the signal (rms) is required prior to obtaining and display-

ing the logarithm of this value in decibels. Common detectors

rectify the signal (convert _rcm a.c. to d.c.) and average it

using a resistance/capacitance (RC) circuiu. _o averaging

circuius are provided; a "FAST" response circuit and a "SLOW"

response circuit. At the "FAST" setting, the meter needle

indicates the true indication of the level within 200 tc 250

milliseconds after a 1000 Hz tone is applied. The overshoot
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(amount the needle rises above the correct reading) before that

time is not greater than 1 decibel. The "SLOW" setting aver-

ages the sound level for a longer period with little overshoot.

For a rapidly fluctuating sound signal, the "SLOW" setting may

not have a fast enough response to measure the signal.

Read Out Device

The sound level meter output can be displayed on a

graphic recorder or by a needle on a scale. The scale used with

most sound level meters has a range of at least 15 decibels with

increments of 1 decibel. Newer sound level meters have scales

with a 20 decibel or greater range.

The meter range is adjusted (signal attenuated) so

that the needle reads on-scale. Some meter scales have a display

indicating -5 to 0 to +10. A 0 dB indication represents the

s_tting of _he amplifer, say 60 dB. A +7 indication would be

read as 67 dB. A 13 indication would be read as 57 dB.

3.3 COMMUNITY NOISE .ANALYZERS (AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION
ANALXZ_RS)

Unless a sound signal _or vibration signal) is at a

constant level, a problem exisus in how to describe the fluctu-

ating signal. Amplitude distribution analyzers (also called

statistical distribution analyzers) measure ambient sound

over long periods of rime. These units contain a series of

counters each of which corresponds to a unique (or small range)

sound level. The analyzer can display the number of times a

particular sound level occurred during the measurement

period (histogra/n) or _hs percentage of time a sound level

was exceeded during the measurement period (cumulative

distribution).



A number of these analyzers will calculate from the

acquired data, the equivalent sound level, Leq, and the

day/night sound level, Ldn. Certain models are equipped

with batteries, microphones, and special enclosures which allow

the unit to operate unattended even under adverse weather condi-

tions. An option is available which includes an anemometer.

If wind speeds exceed a preselected level, the sound data ac-

quired during this occurrence is disregarded.

3.4 WINDSCREEN

The movement of air around a microphone causes turbu-

lence which in tturn generates undesired noise at t/le diaphragm

of _he microphone. This noise can effectively mask the sound

signal under study even though i_ may be inaudible to the

human ear. _n cases where measurements must he made in the
i

presence of wind'or wher_ wind gusts are suspect during the

ceurse of measurement, a microphone windscreen should always

be employed.

Windscreens are generally either spherical or

cylindrical in shape, made of foamed polyvinyl, open-celled

polyurethane, or a silk-covered grid. The windscreen is at-

tached directly over the microphone. They are limited in

their effectiveness; therefore, measurements should not be

made when the wind speed exceeds 20 km/hr (12 mph).

The windscreen has the seconda_/ advantage of pro-

reefing the expensive microphone from damage due to inad-

vertent blows or _al!s.
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3.5 ACOUST--C CAL_RATOR

The acoustic cai_--b.-'s_cr==ovides a --ease ."or con-

duc'._--u_ an ove-_a!! eys=_m check an ,_ _a!!hrzuicn o.= _.he soured

level me_er. Ca!__hr_-to=s a.za qene=al!y ccmpac _. and .-uqged sc

_/la= _,hey may be used effectively in _.he -ield. They ¢onsis_

basically of a sound source gene=ated in a small c_vi_-i using

ba'a_'.ery-d.--iven eleo_emic c_--.-cui_-._. Some ca!_-bra_crs _ene--_'.e

a si_q!e f=equency a_ a s=a_ed S_-_ p=essure level, while

o_.he=s ate _nahla t0 save.-'_, preselec=ed put _- _=nea, all a_

a :_n_ soun_ pEaesu/e level.

C.ai_r_=rs ame _=eciflc.ally dmsigaed re= yam!cue

mi_'-oph_nee so i: is im_o:=a== t-ha= _._e _Dr:_e.--ca!ih."a_-_=s be

u_. O_._ez'_Tise, el-2.o.-smay .-es%ll_ :: m.ic.-cphonas may be

p_a'ma=_n_.ly damaged.

Th,_ s,_d leve_ toe'.s= .-e_q is adjus=ed _ me=oh

_he =al/_=_t=r sound p=essu=a lev_!. _or osl/_r_c.-e wh!c._

....... a_i-. sound a_ i000 _=, "-_e calihl-_T-io,_ cau: be ac.-omp,lishe_

usi_q a._y weiqh_i._q "._-wo.-k. O_._e."_ise, sound level ",e_e.-s

mus_ b_ _al_-bra_ed usi=q "--_ef!a= or C-we.iq_'.i.-._ scale.

Cal_'.-a'-== cu.-_u-, ix a._.=_cued by cha_qes i._ a_os-

._hati_ (ha2"m_Ti ") p_ssw.Te. Ca.Te _us= be _.ka._ when usi.zq

=endi_i_ns. Cal!hrs_o.- _-u-_a_-..J_e.-s ==crime c=.--2ecui=n

&--%_es -_c= calib_-_o_ use a_ a_:_msphe.-ic conditions cT/se--

that. sta._damd. Calih.-aucrs ..'mas_be c.hec..kad on a =cuulne

heels == ensu.Te r._e level o._ sc_d _m_'.:ad has no= c_qed.

Th_ f=llcw"-_q .--h_"q--s-.h s_cws cali_r_-=icn c_ a

sound l_vsl =e_.m._.
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3.6 ANL_OMETER

Wind noise can cause variations in microphone sound

level measurements. To ensure that conditions are acceptable

for sound measurements, however, it is important to be able

to measure wind speed. An anemometer is used for this purpose.

Anemometers are typically of one of two types,

pressure tube or rotation. The pressure tube type is based on

the principle that wind blowing across the mouth of a tube pro-

duces a vacuum, while wind blowing into the mouth of a tube pro-

duces a pressure, both proportional to the wind speed. A rota-

tion anemometer uses a set of open cups or an aerovane to PrqD ."

duce rotation (similar to a windmill). This rotation drives a

small generator which produces a voltage proportional to the

wind speed.

3.7 TACHOMETZ_R." .....

A tachometer is used to measure rotational spesdof

an engine. Tachometers are of three major types.- Electrical ....

%@chometers use a signal from _he vehicle's ignition system

to indicate engine speed. An induction tachometer requires

that a sensor be clipped onto a spark plug wire. Since the

relationship between engine firing rate and rotational speed

varies with the number of engine cylinders, multiple scales or

conversion _ables are required for correct determination of ro-

tational speed. Some engines used on motorcycles and recreation
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vehicles introduce complications. Two stroke engines are de-

signed so that each cylinder fires every revolution

(standard automobile engines fire once every second revolution).

Some engines are designed for cylinder firing every revolution.

Therefore, tachometer readings must be interpreted very

carefully.

Since diesel engines have no spark ignition systems,

some method o_her than an electrical tachometer must be em-

ployed to measure rotational speed. An electromechanical

tachometer is directly connected to _he engine drive shaft

to obtain the motion for a generator which produces a voltage

proportional to rotational speed.

Optical tachometers may also be used. These units

utilize a light beam reflecting from a mark on t-he drive shaft

or fan. The light is pulsed at a high rate until synchronism

OCCURS (stroboscopic effect) and the mark (or fan) apparently

stops rotating. The engine speed is t-hen read from a call-

.......br_ted dial.

i. American National Standards institute S!.8-1966 (R1971)

"Specifications for Octave, Ha!f-Octave, and Third-
Octave Filter Sets."
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4.0 V_BRAT!ON

4.! INTRODUCTION

Biological effects of structure-borne vibration

upon exposed humans depend upon many complicated interrelated

factors. (2) These include the amplitude and frequency of the

vibration, its locational site, area, direction of applica-

tion, and individual variations in susceptibility as are de-

pendent upon physical state, age, muscle tone, size and weight,

etc. The kinds of effects depend largely upon the vibra{ion

frequency which may range from 0.1 to 1,000,000 Ha. Adverse

•effects may range from motion sickness (kinetcsis) which oc-

curs principally for vibration between 0.i and IQ 51z to -

local tissues heating and p_ssible cell damage at frequencies

in the ultrasonic range above 20,000 Hz.

Vibration is an oscillatory motion of gas particles

(sound), fluids, or solids. Vibration is most commonly used

to describe wave motion of solids. Vibration of a solid

structure at a point can be described by many parameters,

including displacement, velocity, and acceleration. These

quantities can be determined by differenu inszruments, hut

acceleration is easiest to measure using accelerometers.

Acceleration, velocity, and displacement are inter-

related. Acceleration is the time rate of change of velocity,

and velocity is the time rate Of change of displacement.

Therefore, by obtaining _he acceleration as a function of

time at a point, all the o_her parameters can be determined.
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4.2 VIBRATION CRITERIA

Basic threshold acceleration values for acceptable

vibration environments have been proposed by the Cenuuittee on

Hearing, Bioacous_ics and Biomechanics based on present and

proposed International standards Organization (ISO) standards. (1'2)

Table 4.1 contains these proposed values as a function of

building types or spaces depending upon the time of day and

whether the vibration is impulsive or not. The acceleration

values shown in t.he table should cause less than 1 percent of the

population to complain.

Acceleration levels higher than those shown in Table 4.11 .....

for hospital operating areas should not be allowed without

careful study and analysis. For residential and similar areas,

higher continuous acceleration than the values sho_n in the
..JT

table may be allowed for shorter times without causing com-

plaints. Note _ha_ allowable values for office spaces are

twice that of residential areas, while values for factory

areas are four times that of residential areas.

Very high acceleration levels, particularly from

blasting or high airborne noise (sonic boom) may cause struc-

tural damage. A structural vibration (velocity) limit of

0.0S m/see (acceleration of 1 m/see 2 for 3 HS) is suggested as

a safe limit to prevent structural damage. For historical

sites or s_ructures of particularly high value, an accelera-

_ionof G.05 m/see 2 is suggested as a safe upper limit.
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Table 4.1

Basic Threshold Acceleration Values for AccepKabls Vibrauion EnvI/onments

Daytime is 7 am to i0 pm. Nigh=tlme is i0 pm to 7 am.

All Values are Haters/Sac z

Continuous or _mpulsive shock

Time intermittent rms excitation peak
%%/9.e of place of day acceleration acceleration

H_spi_al 0pera=ing Day .0036 .005
Roc_s and O_her

Such Critical Areas Nigh= .0036 .005

Residential Day .072 .i

Nighc .005 .01

Office Anytime .14 .2

Factory and Workshop Anytlme .2__8 ._& "

t - duration seconds of vlhration_ for durations greener _han i00 sac,
usa _ as i00 sac.

N - the _umbar of distress shock _=xcita=Ions _ha_ a_e one sac or lass

i_ duration. For mo_e _han i00 exai_atlo_s, usa N-IO0.

Note: 1 8 = 9.8 m/sea I
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4.3 ACCELEROMETER AND V_BRAT!ON METER

Accelerometers, a common form of vibration pickup or

transducer, are mos_ often constructed using a piezoelectric

body to produce an electrical signal proportional to accelera-

tion. Figure 4.1 is a sketch of the construction of a typical

acoel_rometer. A mass is attached to the piezoelectric c_Istal

in a housing. The mass produces a force on the crystal when it

is accelerated. The piezoelectric crystal has the property of

producing a low voltage when i_ is strained (squeezed). Small,

light weight aoce!erometers produce a voltage that ranges from

1 to 5 millivolts per "g" (9.806 m/see ) of acceleration.

Since accelerometers are small and light, they are

easily a_tached to most structures. Accelerometers may be

attached using a threaded h_e and stud, epoxy glue, or

simply by holding i_ firmly. A light grease is often used

with the latter method to ensure a good interface. Manufac-

turer instructions for mounting should be reviewed. Most

acce!erometers can be oriented to any direction.

Vibration meters provide a means for displaying the

vibration level in decibels or the rms value in English or

metric units. The vibration meter is constructed in a

similar manner to a sound level meter. The low voltage outpu_

of the accelerometer is amplified, detected, and displayed. The

detector provides a signal pzopor_ional to the rms acceleration

which can be directly displayed or converted to acceleration

level in decibels, depending upon the meter. Many sound level

meters can be used, with suitable calibration, as the indicating

ins_rumen_ for the accelerome_er.
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PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR USERS

OF THESE PRACTICES

USE OF THE SOUND LEVEL METER

1. Some microphones are directional. Orient the micro-

phone for the best frequency response. Consult the
sound level meter user's manual for the proper
orientation.

2. Reflecting and absorptive surfaces (for example, the
h,2man body) affect accuracy. The meter reader and
others should be as far from the microphone as pos-

sible. Use an _xtension cable supplied by the in-
strument manufacturer.

3. If the microphone cannot be separated from the meter,
the observer should orient himself so as not to be be-

hind the microphone. Stand to the side of a straight
line from the microphone to the source as the sound
level meter is being read.

4. Calibrate _he sound level meter as often as possible.
The instrument should be calibrated with all equipment
and cables connected. This does not include the wind-

screen. If calibrations before and after differ, re-

peat the measu=ement_ if possible. For measurements
which cannot be repeated, use a lower measurement value
as determined from _he calibrations. For example, i5
the pre-tes_ calibration is 1!4 dE and the pose-test
calibration is 1!2 dB, reduce the measured value by 2
decibels. Reject the data if calibration difference
exceeds 3 decibels.

5. When moving _he sound level meter from one extreme
temperature environment to another (e.g., from a
heated car to the outside), care should be taken
so that moisture does not form on the microphone
diaphragm.

SELECTING MEASUREMENT SITES

1. No_ all sites will have all the features sug-

gested in t_he practices. Judgment as to the
use of a particular site must be made after a
site visit.

2. Small objects such as mailboxes, fence railing, and
utility poles will not affect the data if these ob-

jects are net ve_ close to the microphone or _he
source of noise.

3. The area around the measurement si_e may have shallow
slopes.

4. If the site does not meet the necessary requirements
but must be used, carefully note the type, amount,
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and location of reflecting surfaces, and other

problems. Estimate the error that these site
problems might cause. Consider this error in
assessing compliance.

5. Stationary/source noise measurements should be made
at the point of maximum sound level on the receiving
property. This location (of max sound level) may, or
may not, be at the nearest property line, or vertical
extension of Sat property line (i.e., high rise building).

BACKGROUND AMB_ENT SOUND LEVELS

i. Measurements of noise sources should be made when

the background ambient sound level is more then
i0 decibels less than the sound level of the noise

source being measured. This is often not possible
to achieve. In this case, use the following table
to subtract the background _ient data from the
measured date to obtain the noise source contribution.

If the background ambient sound level is withln 3
decibels of the noise being measured, no assess-
ment of the noise source contribution can be
made.

_LA a (dB) _ Correction b [dB)

0 *

2 *
3 3.0
4 2.5
5 2.0
6 1.5
7 1.0
8 1.0
9 0.5
i0 0.5

a _L A - the difference between the measured
sound level with the noise source operating
and the background ambient.

b Correction the value to be subtracted

from the measured sound level no determine
the so_ce sound level contribution.

2. For passby measurements, no_e the difference between

_he maximum sound level as the vehicle passes by and
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the background ambient sottnd level after the vehicle
has passed. Note both values and make a_justments
as in l, above.

3. Decreasing the distance to the noise source often
decreases the effect of the background ambient
sound levels. Afterwards, adjust the measured
sotuld level for distance as discussed in
Section 2.3.6.

ENFORCEMENT

!. The presence of a law enforcement officer for road-

side measurements and citation is suggested. Mea-
surements can be made f_om inside a stationary en-
forcement vehicle if the microphone is positioned
outside the vehicle in such a way as to minimize
environmental effects (such as reflections, absarp-
rich, etc.). The enforcement vehicle must be sta-

tionary with its engine off during the tests.

2. Be certain that all potions of the data sheet are
completed.
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5.0 STATIONARY NOISE SOURCES

5.! ZNTRQDUCT!ON

A stationar Z noise source is a general term used to

describe a source or activity which operates within defined

boundaries, property lines, or zones. The source includes all

machinery, vehicles, or other devices, whether fixed or in mo-

tion, which are associated with the normal activity of the land

use as long as the source remains within the recognized boun-

daries. Examples of s_ationaxy sound sources include air con-

ditioners, fans, industrial plants, construction sites, truck

loading a_d unloadinq, and maintenance yards.

Two methods are described for t/_e measuremen_ of non-

impulsive sounds emitted from a stationary noise source. One

me_hod provides _he equivalent sound levels (Leq) or statistical

levels for the stationary source, while the second method pro-

vides only the maximu_n (or steady) sound levels. The Leg for a

stationary source can be obtained from manual sampling or from

sophisticated, automatic noise analyzers.

Equipment is available for measuring community ambi-

ent sound levels for long periods (see Section 3.3). This

quiet, sophisticated equipment is more expensive than simple

sound level meters. These units will, with some variation,

acquire, calculate, and display sound level data (e.g., equiva-

lent sound level [Leq], the day/night sound level [Ldn] and

other statistical sound levels, such as _he L10, etc.). These

m
n
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units incorporate minicomputers or microprocessors which

digitize sound level measurements, perform simple statistical

algorithms and store the results in a memory for later retrie-

val. In some cases, the digitized sound level data are stored

on a magnetic tape cassette for later analysis using a companion

instrument. Using _these fnstruments is simply a matter of

positioning the microphone at the proper location and then

following manufacturer's instructions. Han_leld Leq-meters

are now becoming available and are relatively inexpensive.

When this equipment is not available, the procedure

described in Section 5.2 may be used. It only requires an

inexpensive Type 2 sound level 'meter.

A procedure which provides sound pressure level
r

spectra is described since many communities in their noise

ordinances incorporated octave band sound pressure levels .............

• (see Section 2.3.1) in lieu of or in addition to A-weighted

sound levels.

Impulsive sound levels can be obtained in a manner

similar to obtaining maximum sound levels if special equip-

ment (an impulse sound level meter) is used. A procedure to

obtain a stationary noise source's impulsive sound level is

provided for situations where it is required.

Finally, a procedure to obtain vibration levels is

discussed. Vibration magnitude can be measured in terms of

displacement, velocity, acceleration, or jerk. Many instruments

can measure all of these quantities. Acceleration and displace-

ment are the mcs_ typically measured and reported quantities.
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5.2 STATIONARY NOISE SOURCE - EQUIVALENT SOUND LEVELS, LeG

5.2.1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this procedure is to provide a useful

method to measure the noise emitted from stationary sources in-

cluding industrial plants, commercial operations, and construc-

tion activities. Communities without the funds to purchase

statistical distribution analyzers can evaluate statistical sound

levels and Leq using a sound level meter and the procedure de-

scribed below. Measurements are made at locations in accordance

with noise control ordinance specifications. If a location is

not specified in the ordinance, measurements are made at _he

property line nearest to the source, or at a point beyond the

property line where source sound levels are highest.

5.2.1 EOUIPMENT

The stationary source sound level measurement proce-

dure outlined below requires a sound level meter meeting, as a

minimum, ANSI S1.4-1971 specifications for Type 2 sound level

meters, an appropriate sound level meter calibrator accurate to

z.5 decibel, an earphone or headphones compatible with the sound

level meter and an anemometer (wind speed indicator) accurate

to :i0%.

in addition, a windscreen _ecommended by the micro-

phone manufacturer shall be employed during measurements. U_£

o_ a wind_rzzn ,%zd_cz_ ,_h_ infi_zn_z of _ind Znd_czd no_J_z at

_hz mlcrophonz.

The sound level measurement system shall be checked

annually by its manufacturer or a certified laboratory for

accuracy.
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5.2.3 MEASUREMENT LOCATION

Measurements are made at locations specified in the

appropriate nose control ordinance. If a location is not speci-

fied in the ordinance, measurements shall be made at the nearest

property line of the receiving land use. If mza_zmznZ_ a_z

performed in az_pons z ¢o ¢ spze.ific compZaint, mza_urzmznt_

_kall 6z made at t_ compZainant's propz,_ty. If _hz mza_uaz-

mznX5 a_z not bring made in rz_pon_z Zo _omplain_3, Zhzy shai_

bz made aZ tie propz_y bo_ndc_z_ of Xh¢ nza_zs_ receiving

5.2.4 PERSONNEL

Pz.'_on_ _zchn/ea_Zy _aincd and expzr/z_czd in the

_a2u%znt _zahniq_z_ of _oa_d me_a_zmzn_ _ho_LZd _zZz_t ZAz

equipment and condact Z£z Zz-_X_. The indiuid_a£ sho_Zd bz

famiiiar _/K_ Z_z man_facl_az_'¢ in_X_aCZiO_ _oa X_Z p_opz_

"AZ O_ Z_Z zq_ipmZ_2.

5.2.5 M_ASU_M_NT PROCEDURES

Moun_ the microphone (or sound level me_er/microphone

combination if the microphone carunot be remotely mounted) on a

tripod at a height of 1.2 meters (4 ft.) :8 cm (:3 in.) above

the ground, and if practical, at least 3 meters _9.8 ft.) from

any substantial re_lecting surface. The location shall be

chosen so that noise sources, other than _hat being measured,

have minimum influence on measu_emenus. A line of sight between

the measurement location and the noise source should not be inter-

rupted by any substantial objec_ such as a building, dense trees

or barrier _if horrible).
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Set the meter to "fast" response and A-weighting.

Record the time the sample will start. During the sample

period, at the end of every 15-second interval, record the in-

stantaneous meter reading on the lower part of the data log

(Figure l).

At the end of each 20-minute sampling period, count

the Occurrences for each 2 dB-wide noise level band and write

the number in the colur_n on the right under "Total. " Record

the concluding time of the sample in the upper left-hand corner

of the data sheet.

The Leg value for the sampling period is calculated

using the Computational Work Sheet shown in Figure 2. Enter the

number of counts per noise level in Columun B. Multiply the

counts in Column B by the number in Column C and enter the re-

sults in Column D. Add all values in Column B to determine

Sum B, add all values in Column D to determine Sum D, and di-

vide Sum D by Sam B. Locate the value in Column C that is ap-

proximately equal to Sum D/Sum B. The corresponding value in

Column A is equal to Leq.

TO determine the L I0' count down from the top of the

data sheet (Figure I) until I0 percent of the total count has

been reached. Interpolate (linearly) as necessary to provide

an estimate of L_ 0" Other statistical levels are determined

similarly.

Measllre/nents shall _ot be made when the wind speed

exceeds 20 km/hr (12 mph), or when it is raining or snowing.
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Measurements shall not be made during environmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) which the instrument manu-

facturer deems _nacceptable.

The sound level meter shall be calibrated immediately

before and after each measurement period. If the two calibra-

tions differ by more than 1 decibel, the measurement shall be

repeated.

If, during any of the observations, the measurements

are affected by any int_zusive noise sources outside the noise

source boundaries, such as aircraft, emergency signals, and

surface transportation, measurements made during these period_ .....

shall not be considered, but the number of observation periods

shall be extended until 80 valid measurements are obtained.

Vehicles, such as tractor trailer trucks, dump trucks, truck-

mixers, etc., which occasionally enter, operate on, and leave

the site, shall be considered as par_ o_ the stationary source

noise activity while within the site botzndaries. However, ..... _ .....

passby of such vehicles, in the area of the measurement loca-

tion causing difficulty in obtaining valid measurements, shall

be considered as intrusions, and handled as in the preceding

paragraph.

If possible, measurements shall be made without the

sound source operating to detelnnine background (ambient) sound

levels, in doing so, the same procedure shall be used. The

background (ambient) equivalent sound level shall be at least

i0 decibels below the source equivalent sound level. If _he

background (ambient) equivalent sound levels are from 3 to i0
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decibels below the source equivalent sound levels, then cor-

rections to the source sound levels are applied in accordance

with Table 1. If the background (ambient) equivalent sound

lovel is less than 3 decibels below the source equivalent

sound level, then the contribution of the source equivalent

sound level to the overall sound level is less than or equal

_o the background (ambient) equivalent sound level. There-

fore, _o determination of the source contribution can be

made.

r .
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TABLE i

Difference between measured S_tract values from

sound level wi_ source op- measured so_d level to
ating and background determ_e source'so_d
ambient - _ level ccn_riSuuion -

0 *
1 *
2 *
3 3.0
4 2.5
5 2.0
6 l.S
7 !.0
S 1.0

................... 9 ___ ........................
.................... i0 0.5

,,.,,

•C_ not de_eri_ine. Background ambien_ mus_ be l_wer. - .....

L s - iQ ioq_0 [i0 Lp/10 - !Q_/10]I .............................

.... Ls is statiena_y sc_ce so_d'[level contribution "

Lp is measured so_d level wi_ source
operating

Lo is background s/n_ien_ sound level
wi_h source not cperauing
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_.3.1 .=_-c_aOSZ

5..3.2 Z_ _-
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in rz_pon_,e to a _pe,_£_,i._ c.ompZain,t, mza_u..,_.zmen;_..s _h._Zl 6z

made a_ _'nz _ompZaZnant'_ prop_ty. If t;_e mea_rzm_nt_ are

not bzing madz in rzspon_z Zo aomplaint_, t_y _haIZ be. _adz

at_hz p_opz_.ty 5o_nda_iz_ of ,tkz ne._r_.st, rza_iving land _z.

5 . 3 . 4 PERSONNEL

It i_ rzsomm_ndzd t_at p_on_ t_ohnicaZZy _rain_

and zxpz_.Zenazd in _hz a_rzn_ _£ahniq_zs of sound mca_urzmzn_s

szZza._ _kz zq_ipmzn_ and _ond-_ Z;_z _st_. Tffz indiuld,,aS

sh.ou.l ,'t b_ famiZia.% wi_k _Z man_fac_rzr'_ in_,,ations for _z

propz_ _z of _ equipment.

5.3,5 M_. SU_T _._OC_DUI_ES

Mount the microphone [or sound level meter/microphone

combination if the microphone cannot be remotely mounted) on a

tripod at a height of 1.2 meters (4 ft.) ±8 cm (±3 in.) above-

the ground, and if practical, at least 3 meters (9.8 ft.) from

any substantial reflecting surface. The location shall be

chosen so tha_ noise sources, o_.her than that being measured,

have minimum influence on measurements. A line of sight be-

tween the measurement location and the noise source shall not

be interrupted by any substantial object such as people, huild-

ings, dense trees, or barriers (if possible).

The noise measurer_ent location, with site features

and dimensions, shall be sketched on a survey data sheet

(Figure l) to provide a record which can be used if follow-up

measurements are required.
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A1 A-Weigkted Sound Level

Set the sound level meter on A-weighting mode "fast"

response and record the maximum sound level observed during the

measurement period. Figu_z J _ _ _similZ of _ _ggz_xzd d_

hzzX.

B) Octave Band Sound Pressure Levels

Set the sound level meter on flat (linear or

C-weighting) mode and "fast" response. Set the octave band

filter _o its lowest frequency setting [_aa2_ 9 31.S Hz].

Record the maximum sound pressure level observed during the

measuremen_ period [_aa_ 9 £0ng£a Xhan _0 mi_atz_). Fig_z I _. :: .

_-_'= f_¢41mila o_ • _gS£4Xzd d=_ _/tzzt. Set _he octave band

filter _e =he next higher octave band an_ repeat _he measure-

ment until the sound pressure level for each octave band is

= obtained. D_Z ZO si_roF_onz a_3po_4z ch=_¢_z/u_'_ _ h./gh

-f_zqazn¢iza, X_Z hish¢_ dz_Z_zd fazq_£nag m_g 5z gO00 Hr.it= -'" 7

=..... If possible, the background ambient octave band sound

pressure levels shall be i0 decibels below the source octave

band sound pressure levels. Measurements shall be made without

the source operating, if possible, to determine if these condi-

tions exist.

Measurements shall no= be made when the wind speed ex-

ceeds 20 km/hr (12 mph), or when it is reining or snowing.

Measurements shall not be made during environmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) which the instrument manu-

facturer deems unacceptable.
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5.3 STATIONARY NOISE SOURCE - MAXLMUM S05TND L_VELS

5.3.1 PURPOSE

T_Z p_rpo_z of _Z_ p_o_zd_z i_ Zo p_ovide a method

_o mza_u,%e tEz maximum A-wzigEtzd sound lzvz£, LA, and the

_o_nd p_z_z _zvzZ_ in za_E frzq_zncy o aXavz band ¢mi_tzd

by _ta_ionar_ noiaz _o_razs.

5.3.2 EQUIP_T

The precedure requires that a sound level meter meets,

(as a minim_) ANSI S1.4-1971 specifioat±ons for Type 2 sound

level meters and a compatible octave band analyzer. In _om_

in_an_z_, Zhz o_Zave band ana£yzz_ may be a2_aaked go Z_z _o_n_

_zvz_ mztzr, _hiZz in o_z_ _a_z_ it i_ a s_pa_z aaa_s_ory.

AS a minimum, _he octave band analyzer must meet ANSI SI.!I-1971

(R-1966) Specifications for Class I_ filter sets. A sound level

calibrator accurate to _5 decibel, an earphone or headphones

compatible with the sound level meter, and an anemometer (wind

speed indicator) accurate to _i0% a_ 20 km/hr are also required.

A windscreen recommended by the microphone manufacturer should be

employed at all times. U_z of a _ind_rzzn rzd_z_ _hz infZ_zn_z

of _ind Znd_zd noise aX Z_z microphone.

The sound level measurement system should be checked

annually for accuracy by its manufacturer or a certiSied

laboratory..

S.3.3 FIEASUREMENT LOCATIONS

• Measurements shall be made at the nearest property

line of the receiving land use. Zf mea_a_zmznX_ a_z performed
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5.4 STATIONARY N0_SE SOURCE - IMPULSIVE SOUND LEVELS

5.4.1 PURPOSE

A mztkod o_ measuring imp_£siuz _a_nd zmission_ of a

stationary noi_z Souraz is dzsa,'_/6zd. An impuZ_ivz sound is

one cha_aaZz_iz£d by b_izf increases in sound p_z_s_rz _hich

_igni6._a_nXZ ff ez_Zzd Zhz ba_kgao_nd _mbizn¢ sound paz_s_rzs.

The du_a2ian o_ a_y _ingZz impuZse i_ Xgpi_aZZy _z_s Zhan one

_zaand.

5.4.2 EQUIPMENT

A Type i Impulse sound level meter meeting

ANSI Si.4-1971 sound level meter specificatlons and ZEC 179A

impulse speci_ioa=iens shall be used for all impulse measure-

ments. These meters have detectors which can measure signals

with crest factors* as high as 20 decibels. A sztz_ a;it_ a

peak-hold _zaXuaz i_ _gg'_zd.

Other equipment required for this procedure include

an appropriate sound level meter calibrator accurate _o :.5

decibel and an anemometer (wind speed indicator) accurate _c :10%.

In addition, a windscreen recommended by the micro-

phone manufacturer shall be employed during measurements.

rki_ _raeXiez rzduez_ Zhe influence o_ wind induced noise aX

t_ microphone.

The sound level measur_men_ system shall be checked

annually by its manufacturer or a certified laboratory for
accuracy.

*Crest factor is 20 log _eak-_ressu_e
rms pressure
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5.4.3 _qEA_NT LOCATIONS

Measurements shall be made at the nearest property

line of the receiving land use. If mza_zmz_ _z madz i_

rz_po_z Zo • _pzcifi_ aampZ_Zn_, mza_ar_mznt_ _aZZ bz madz

a2 thz ¢ompZaina_'_ paopz,'uty. If XKz mza_u_zmznt_ aaz noZ

in _Z_pOn_Z Zo _ompiaint_, £hzy _ha2.6 bz madz aX Zhz paopzaZg

bo_nda..,'t.iz_ o_ thz _zar_Z rzcziving _and _sz.

5.4.4 PERSONNEL

Pz,'r.._on_ Zzch_/aaiZy t_a/nzd and zxpzniznazd in t_z

c_znZ _z_h_q_z_ Of _e_nd mza_rzmz_ _he_Zd aZZZ_Z XhZ

zq_i_mzn2 and _oKd_c_ _kz ¢z_. T_Z iad_dvidaai _hou_d bz

_am_i_ with _hz _an_acX_rz_ ' _ insulations_ for ¢kz paopzr

u_z of _hz z_u.lpmen.C.

5.4 •5 M_ASURY,_ENT PROCEDURES

Mount the microphone (or sound levei me_er/miorophone

............. oombin&tion if the microphone oanne_ be remotely moun_ed) on a

_ripod at a height of 1.2 meters (4 ft.) =8 cm (_3 in.) above

the ground, and if practical, at least 3 meters (9.8 _t.) from

...... any substantial reflecting surface or noise source other than

tha_ being measured. A line of sight between the measurement

location and the noise source should not be interrupted by any

substantial object such as people, buildings, dense trees, or

barriers (if possible). _Measuremen_s should be made at several

locations at =he receiving land use property line.

The measuremen_ location, with site _ea_ures and di-

mensions, should be indicated on a su_ley data sheet (Figure 2).

This procedure _rovides a record of the measurement locations

for _uture reference.
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The meter should be set for impulsive noise measure-

ments and linear response. The range should be adjusted so as

to provide on-scale indications of the impulsive sound levels.

Measurements should not be made when the wind speed

exceeds 20 _m/hr (12 mph), when it is raining, or snowing.

Measurements should not be made during environmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) that the instrument manu-

facturer deems unacceptable.

The sound level meter should be calibrated immediately

before and after each measurement period. If the two calibra-

tions differ by more than I decibel, the measurements should

be repeated after t-he sound level meter is adjusted.
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5.5 VIBRATION

5 .5.1 PURPOSE

T_Z pa_posa of th_ pr0czdaaz £_ 40 provida a mzthod

XO mza_u_%£ vi6ra_on 2.Zvz2_z for comparison wiXh peaaaptibiZity

or impac_ _t_Ldaz_d_.

5.5.2 EQUIPMENT

The equipment necessary for measuring vibration in-

clude a vibration transducer and vibration analyzer. The sys-

tem is required to have sensitivity to accelerations as low as

0.001 g at frequencies between i and l0 Hz and as large as 1 g

for frequencies above 200-300 HZ. _Iz_t,%amz_ _aving fZ_tu_Z_

Zh_ _ao.ep,_,',b2.. 9" meat _hz_z ,%zq_,tzmz_z2,_ _z cemm_i_2,_y aua_Z-

ablE. In addition, a vibration calibrator is required us cali-

brate _he system by means of providinq a known vibration

(acceleration) input.

5.5.3 MEASURJ_4_ENT LOCATIONS

Measurements are to be performed at locations that

correspond to the point or points of complaint and should be

carried out upon that surface which is affecting the input of

vibration to _he complainant.

5.5 •4 PERSONNEL

?z,_.,_on,_ tzchniaalZy t_alnzd and zxpz,_i_nczd in _hz

cu_.n.zn_: Zzahniq_z_ of sound and vibr_ion m£asu,%zmzn_ sho_Zd

SeZZct _ Zqalp_zn,_ and cond_at ._Z tzstS. T'_z individaaZ

shoaZd b_ fami_i_ w_h Zhz man,,faaZ_rz._'s in_,x_at_sns for tkz

propzr u_z of 2kz zq_ipmzn_.
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5.5.5 MZAS_ PROCEDUP_E

Particular attention musU be paid to the locauion and

placement or motu%ting of the transducer. The unit shall be

mounted on a rigid and smooth surface that experiences the vi-

bration that is to be measured. The axis of the unit will

designate the direction of the component of vibration being

measured, and consequently, this infor:uation shall be recorded.

The transducer may be mounted by any of several methods.

GznzralZy, a Zhrzadzd hoZz or a boLC J_ p_ovidzd in _hz ba_a

of t_z tran_d_az_ whia_ pzrmi_ mounting thz _ni_ zlthz_ di-

rza_Zy _o a _faaz, Zo a _peaiaZ ad_p_or tha_ may Zkzn bz

czmznZzd Zo a s_rfaae, or _o a magnzZia ba_z that will a_aa_

rza_/Sy and _Za_ZZy _0 s_afaaz_ of _Z_u%o-magnztia mi_z_iaZ_.

T_z ¢a_n_d=_z_ m_ 9 _o 5z mo_ntzd by mzan_ of do_bZz-sidzd

Xapz_ , _zmznX_ (lea pzama_znX Xgpz i_Zl_io_ ), or'r-_[_ z_ .-_-

In all cases, the mating su=faces shall be smooth and free of

dirt. A Z_ghX _oa_in_ o_ oiZ or 9rza_z /_ az_ommandzd on

measurement system of accele=cmeter and instrumentation shall be

calibrated prior to and after measurements.

Manufacturers' operating instructions for the measure-

ment of vibrations should be _ol!owed. The rms amplitude of the

vibration parameter measured (acceleration) should be recorded.

(See Fi_n/re !, Vibra_icn_Ve_=_nent _e_r_Yo_-n)
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6.0 AMBIENT SOUND

6.i IqqTRODUCTION

The Model Community Noise Control Ordinance, Article X,

specifies development restrictions for habitable and institu-

tional facilities at land use areas _xposed to _oessive noise.

The day/night average sound level is used as the descriptor of

environmental sound. Evaluation of an area's day/night

sound level requires the sampling of ambient sound during day-

time and nighttime periods at a number of locations at the land

use area being studied.

It is desirable to measure the ambient sound continu-

ously for long periods of time (at least 24 hours). Without

automatic and unattended sound level data processing equipment,

continuous sampling is prphibitively expensive.

Equipmen_ is available for measuring community ambi-

en_ sound levels for 10nq periods =see Section 3.3). These ....

equipment are, typically, cD/ite sophisticated and therefore

m_re expensive than Type 2 sound level meters. These units

will, with some variation, acquire, calculate, and display

sound level data (e.g., equivalent sound level [Leq], the

day/nigh= sound level [Ldn] and other statistical sound

levels). These units incorporate mink-computers or micro-

processors which digitize sound level'measurements, per-

form simple statistical algorithms and store the results

in a memo_ for later retrieval. In some cases, the

digitized sound level data are stored on a magnetic tape

cassette for later analysis using a companion instrument.
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Using these instruments is simply a matter of positioning

the microphone at the proper location and t-hen following

manufacturer' s instructions.

When this equipment is net available, the procedure

described in the following section may he used. It requires

an inexpensive Type 2 sound level meter. This procedure

is described in much greater detail in "Assessment Manual:

Acoustical Survey, " Wyle Laboratories, 1978.

i
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6.2 AMBIENT SOUND LEVEL MEASUREMENT _ETHOD

6.2.1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this sampling method is to provide

communities with an inexpensive met.hod to evaluate the day/

night sound level at a land-use area. Communities without

the funds to purchase automatic unattended monitoring instru-

ments can evaluate Ldn using a sound level meter. A trade-

off between sophisticated equipment and dedicated volunteers

or personnel is required.

6.2.2 SAMPLING PERZQDS

_ound level measurements shall be made during daytime

(0700-2200) and nighttime (2200-0700) periods. Continuous mea-

surements are the most desirable. Measuremenus for 20 minutes

each hour are representative of an'hour of continuous data.

Practical considerations _pereonnel, costs, etc.) often limit

_he amount of dala which can be collected. Sound level sampl-

ing can he accomplished for a 20 minute period as often as

possible during the day. For areas with little change in s_und

levels, few samples a_e required uo represent the day/night

sound level, whale at locations with large variations in

sound levels, measurements each hour are required. A minimum

sampling scheme includes a single measurement during each o4

four measurement periods.

_orning - _Iza_urzment_ madz du_ing ho_ 0700-0900
_idday - _Iza_urCmznt_ made durin_ ho_ 0900-1600
Evzn_ng - _ea_u_men_ m_de during hou._ 1600-2200
_gh_._me - _lz_urzmen_ made du_ng hoa_ 2200-0700



6.2.3 EQUIPMENT

The cormnunity sound level measurement procedure out-

lined below requires a sound level meter meeting ANSI S1.4-1971

specifications for Type 2 sound level meters, a sound level

meter calibrator accurate to ±.5 decibel, earphone or head-

phones compatible with the sound level meter, and an anemometer

(wind speed indicator) accurate to ±10% at 20 km/hr. In addi-

tion, a windscreen recommended by the microphone manufacturer

shall be employed durinq measurement periods. YhZ_ p_atioz

_zd_z_ _hz in_Z_zncz o{ _ind ind_azd noZ_z a_ Zhz _i_ophan_.

The sound level measurement syste/u shall be checked

annually by its manufacturer or a certified laborato_, to

verify its accuracy.

6.2.4 PERSONNEL

[Z i_ _zasmmzndzd thuX p z_ons _zahnica2.Zy Zaainzd

and zxpzniznezd in Zhz aun_zn_ tzchnZquz_ of sound mea_arz-

men_:_ _zZzcZ _hz zqu_pmznX and osnd_cZ _hz _z_I_.

6.2.5 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

,Mount the microphone (or sound level meter/microphone

combination if the microphone ca_ne_ be remotely mounted) on a

tripod at a height of 1.2 meters (4 ft.) above the ground, and

if practical at leasu 3 meters (9.8 ft.) from any substantial

reflecting surface or any roadway. When circumstances die,ate,

measurements may be made at greater distances and heights and
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closer to reflecting surfaces providing these facts are noted.

_f a site plan for proposed construction is available, select

a location at the building line.

Set the meter to "fast" response and A-weighting.

Record the time the sample will start. During the sample

period, at the end of every 15-second interval, record the in-

stantaneous meter reading on the lower par_ of the data log

(Figure i). _or levels less than 70 dB, use slashed lines in

the appropriate 2 dB-wide noise level baund. Above 70 dB, fill

in the form using the source codes givem on the right side of

the data log.

At t21e end of each 20-minute sampling period, count

the occurrences for each 2 dB-wide noise level band and writs

the number in _he "Total" column oli the right. Record the

concluding time of the sample in the upper left-hand corner

of _he data sheet.

The Leq value for the sampling period is calculated

using the Computational Work Sheet shown in _igure 2. Enter

the number Of counts per noise level in Column B. Multiply the

coants in Coltunn B by the number in Column C and enter the re-

sults in Col_u% D. Add all values in Column B to deterT_ine

Sum B, add all values in Column D to determine Sum D, and di-

vide Stun D by Sum B. Locate the value in Colu_In C that is ap-

proximately equal to Sum D/SUm B. The corresponding value in

Column A is equal tc Leq.

Measurements shall not be made when the wind speed

exceeds _0 km/hr [12 mph), when it is raining, or snowing.
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Measurements should not be made during environmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) deemed unacceptable by the

instrument manufacturer.

The sound level meter should be calibrated inu_edi-

ately before and after each measurement period. If the two

calibrations differ by more tha/% 1 decibel, the measurement

should be repeated after the sound level meter is adjusted.

6.2.6 DAY/NIGHT SOUND L_ELCALCULAT!ONS

TO calculate the Ldn, a computational sheet similar

tc that shown in Figure 3 is used.

Twenty--four Eour Survey

Enter the number of hours per noise level in Column B.

Add l0 decibels to the Leq value computed before entering it on

the work sheet for those samples between the hours of 10 P.M.

and 7 A.M. [e.g., an Leq Of 54 for the hour between midnight .........

and 1 A.M. is considered as 64 dB). Multiply the hours in

! Column B by the number in Column C and enter the result in :

Column D. Add all values in Colum_ D to determine the Sum D.

Divide Sum D by 24. Locate the value in Column C that is ap-

proximately equal to Sum D/24. The corresponding value in

; Col_%_n A is equal to the day/n_ght sound levels Ldn.

Minimum Four Period Samplin_ Scheme

Enter the number of hours corresponding to the morn-

! inq period in Column B for the corresponding noise level band.

For the minimum four period sampling scheme, the morning period

_ is from 0700-0900, or 2 hours in length. Repeat this proce-

i

dure for the midday (7 hours), evening (6 hours and nighttime

as



(9 hours) periods. Add 10 decibels to the Leg value for the

nighttime period before entering it on the w_rk sheet. If

more _han one period has the same Leq value, add the hours

together and enter this total in Column B opposite the cor-

responding sound level. Multiply the hours in Column B by

the number in Column C and enter the result in Co!u/_n D. Add

all values in Column D to determine the Sum D0 Divide Sum D

by 24. Locate the value in Colunu_ C tha_ is approximately

equal to Sum D/24. The corresponding value in Column A is

equal to the day/nigh_ sound levels Ldn.
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7.0 AUTOMOBILES

7.1 _TRODUCTION

TWO test procedures for the measurement of automo-

bile noise are described. One is a method which measures auto-

mobile passby noise while the vehicle is operating on local

roads and streets. The o_-her procedure requires the vehicle

_o operate at 3000 rpm engine speed while stationary test

measurements are made. Both were developed as supplements to

the EPA/NIMLO "Model Community Noise Control Ordinance"

(EPA 550/9-76-003) (Article IX, 9.1), but may be adopted as

........... anenforcement method for a communit_oi_e'ord!_ance-base_

on an alternate model.

A survey of State and local agencies, automobile manu-

facturers, and national s_andards groups such as American Na-

tional Standards Institute, provide an indication of current

measurement procedures in use. Figu=e___prasents_a_ma_v_ .............

of the major features of each method studied. These me,hods

were carefully examined and the besz features of each were used

to develop the methods presented here.

Test si_e conditions often affect the accuracy of

the measured data. Since it is sometimes difficult to control

site conditions, adjus_menns _o the measured data are often

needed when desired test site conditions (Section 7.2.4) cannot

be attained. These adjustments are discussed in Section 2.3

A test procedure using full thro_tle acceleration

was considered. A consensus of enforcement agents contacted
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indicates that s_ch a test is damgerous, requires excessive •

space and personnel, and is time consuming.

A stationary test procedure is presented which re-

quires noise measurements to he made .5 meter (20 inches) from

a vehicle's exhaust outlet. At this distance, the exhaust

noise is the principal noise measured. Enforcement officials

have indicated that modified or damaged e.xhaust systems are

the principal cause of\noncomplying vehicles. Measurements"

made using this procedure are repeatable and defensible. An

engine speed of 3000 rpm was selected for the test after con-

sultation with the industry and local agencies. _n the

future, noise data from stationary tests will have been cor-

related with "in use" automobile noise and its effects on

public health and welfare. Since a stationary vehicle noise

standard is not discussed in _/le EPA/NLMLO Model-Communi£y "

Noise Control Ordinance, _hose municipalities wishing to adopt

_his procedure will have to adopt an ordinance to suit their

needs.

"" [

_L
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Figure 7. !
Automobile Nois_ Heasurement
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7.2 AUTOMOBILES: PASSBY MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

7.2.1 PURgOSE

A method for obtaining sound level measurements of

automobiles operating on uhoroughfares is described. It is

difficult to control site conditions which affect the accu-

racy of sound level measurements at a road measurement site.

If the preferred measurement site cannot be attained, adjust-

ments to sound level measurements may be necessary. These

adjustments are discussed in Section 2.3.

7.2.2 IqdSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation necessary for the procedures

includes a Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

ANSI SI.4-1971 specifications) ; a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate to ±.5 decibel; an anemometer (wind speed

indicator) accurate to =10% at 20 km/hr; and a windscreen

recommended by the microphone manufacturer. The windscreen

should be used at all times for it reduces the influence of

wind-induced noise at the microphone.

The entire Sound level measurement system should be

checked annually for accuracy by its manufacuurer cra certified

laboratory.

7.2.3 PERSOnnEL

?z_on_ rz_pon_ibZz for cond_c_in9 _o_nd £zvzZ mza-

_,_zmznt _ sko_ld bz _ainzd in th_ opera_ion of sound

l_vgl mz_r_ and famiZ£_ _ui2h thz _z_Z proczdarz and aor_za-

Zion_ whlah may havz Zo bz appZizd.
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7.2.4 MEASUREMENT SI_E

The preferred measurement site shall be flat,

open and free of reflecting surfaces such as parked

vehicles, signboards, buildings, or hillsides, within a

30 meter (98.5 ft.) radius of t.he microphone and a 30-meter

(98.5 ft.) radius of a passing automobile (_igure i) at

the lane of traffic closest to _he microphone. S4_ee m_ be

For those sites that do not meet the above speci-

fications, adjustments to the measured noise level values are

required. These adjustmnents are discussed Ln Section 2.3.

within the area specified above, the traffic lane

should be a straight run. The surface of the ground in the

measurement area should he hard, dry, free from snow, stand-

ing water, soil, Or other extraneous material.

7.2.s VEH_CLZO_._A_Zg_

Vehicles are observed during normal roadway opera-

tion. When measuring the noise level of a given vehicle,

other vehioles on the same roadway should be outside of the

measurement area as shown in Figure I.

7.2.6 MF.ASUREMENT _ROCEDU_E

Moun_ the microphone [or sound level meter/

microphone combination) on a tripod at a height of 1.2 meters

(4 ft.) z8 cm (z3 in.) above the ground. Locate the micro-

phone a_ a distance of iS meters (50 ft.) from the centerline

of the lane of _:affio. If the microphone cannot he located

15 meters from the traffic lane, dismances of from 7 meters to
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30 meters are acceptable. Adjustments are then made to the

sound level measurements to correct them to the standard

distance. The adjustments are discussed in Section 2.3.

The microphone should be oriented per manufacturers'

specifications.

Set the sou/%d level meter to fast response and

A-weighting. Observe the meter as the vehicle passes _he

microphone. Note the highest sound level observed on a

data sheet (Figure 2).

Measurements shall be made only when the A-weighted

sound level, including noise from wind and sources other than

the vehicle being measured, is at least i0 decibels lower than

the sound level of the vehicle. Background a_hient sound mea-

surements shall be made immediately before and after measure-

ments or at regular intervals not to exceed i0 minutes.

Measurements should not be made when it is raining

or snowing, or when wind speed exceeds 20 hm/hr _12 mph).

Measurements should iot be made during environmental condi-

tions (temperature, huatidity) as indicated by _he insCrtu_ent

manufacturer as unacceptable.

An external calibration of the sound level meter

shall be made at regular intervals ncu to exceed 2 hours.

Zf the calibration differs by more than 1 decibel, measure-

ments taken between calibrations shall not be considered valid

and the sound level meter shall be adjusted.

The following _igure shows a passhy test procedure.

The san_e configuration .applies to bus, truck and motorcycle

nois e'-measurements.
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CENTER OF
LANE OF TRAVEL

Figure i. Preferred Roadside Test Site
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_. Figure 2. E xa]_ple; Vehicle _oise Measurement Report Form
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7.3 AUTOMOBILES: STATIONARY TEST

7.3.1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this test method is to provide a

simple cost effective procedure which is repeatable and

defensible. This test procedure allows the examiner to

conduct the vehicle noise test a_ a proper test site

under desired operating conditions.

7.3.2 INSTR_NTATION

A Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

ANSI S1.4-197! specifications); a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate to _.5 dB; an anemometer (wind speed indi-

cator) accurate to tl0% at 20 km/hr; an engine speed tachometer*

accurate to =5% of full deflection; and a windscreen recom-

mended by the microphone "manufacturer are required. The wind-

screen shall be used at all times. U_z 0_ _ _ind_cazzn a£-

d_z_ Z_z in6Z_zn_z o_ wind i_d_zd rLoi_z a_ Zhz mZ_aophon£.

The entire sound level measurement system shall he

checked annually by its manufacturer or a certified laboratory

for accuracy.

7.3.3 PERSONNEL

Persons responsible for conducting sound level mea-

surement tssts should be trained in the operation of sound

level meters and familiar with this test procedure.

*The tachometer shall be compatible with 4, 6, and 8 cylinder
enqines. All manufacturers' specifications for the tach-

ometer's use shall be followed. See Section 3.7 for a
discussion of tachometers.
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7.3.4 TEST SITE

This site shall be flat, open, and free of reflecting

surfaces, such as parked vehicles, signboards, buildings, or

hillsides, within 7 meters (23 ft.) of the vehicle. AK

empty portion of a _arking lot may be ea#isf_etory (Figure !).

A number of 8itee in th_ community may be prequallfied.

7.3.5 VEHICLE OPERATION

The engine shall be at normal running temperature

with the transmission in neutral or park. Sound level mea-

surements are made at an average steady-state engine speed

of 3000 rpm.

7.3.6 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Set the sound level meter on A-weigh_ing,"fast"

response. Place the microphone [or microphone/sound level

meter combination) on a tripod at the same height above the

-ground as the vehicle exhaust outlet (Figure 2). The

microphone shall be positioned with its longitudinal axis

parallel to the ground, 500 mm (20 in.) from the edge of the

exhaust ou_let, and 45 ±10 degrees from the axis of the out-

let. If the exhaust outlet is located 300 mm (12 in.) or

more inboard from the vehicle body, the microphone shall be

located 200 mm (8 in.) from the vehicle body at the speci-

fied angle.

Observe the sound level meter while the automobile

operates as described in Section 7.3.5. Measurements are

valid when the background ambient A-weighted sound levels,

including noise from wind and sources other than the vehicle

i00
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under test, are at least !0 dB lower than the sound from the

vehicle under test. Observe the background ambient sound

level before and after each test.

Note vehicle model noise measurement results and

other pertinent data on a data sheet. (Figure 3 contains a

suggested format.)

For vehicles with multiple exhausts, the measurement

shall be repeated at each exhaust outlet and all results re-

ported on the data sheet.

Measurements shall not be made when the wind speed

exceeds 20 km/hr (12 mph) or when it is raining or snowing.

Measurements shall no_ he made during environmental

conditions (_emperature, humidity) instrument manufacturer

instructions deem unacceptable.

An external caiibration of the sound level meter

shall be made before and after each series of measurements.

If the oalibrations differ by more than 1 decibel, the mea-

surements shall be repeated after the sound level meter has

been adjusted.

A stationary automobile noise measurement is shown

in the following photograph.
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MICROPHONE LOCATIONS
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Figure 2. Stationary Automobile Test Site
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Figure 3. _xamp].e: Vehicle Noise Heasurement Rmport Form
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8.0 BUSES"

8.1 INTRODUCTION

TWO bus noise measurement methods are presented in

support of Article IX Section 9.1 Motor Vehicles and Motor-

czcles on Public Rights-of-Way of the Model Community Noise

Control Ordinance. A stationary bus noise regulation is not

provided in Article IX, Section 9.1, but an app!icable en-

forcement me_hod is presented here for communities desiring

to adopt this type of regulation.

The two noise measurement me_hcds presented

were selected after a thorough analysis of current available

sound level test procedures for buses. The evaluation matrices

for automobiles (Figure 7.1) and tr_cks (Figure 15.1) were con-

sidered in selecting these noise measurement procedures.

Both the passby .and stationary test methods for

buses are similar to those for automobiles. In the stationary

test, the height of the microphone above the ground is 1.2 meters

(4 ft.) a_ a distance of 7 meters _23 ft.) from the vehicle

rather _han the microphone height and distance required for auto-

mobiles. The microphone position selected for bus noise tests

is similar to the position used for truck noise tests. Buses,

in size and other characteristics, are considered closer to

trucks than to automobiles. The federal Department of Trans-

portation has used :his microphone position for a noise test

procedure for trucks quite successfully.
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8.2 BUSES: PASSBY MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

8.2.1 PURPOSE

A method for obtaining sound level measurements of

buses operating on thoroughfares is described. It is diffi-

cult to control site conditions which affect the accuracy of

sound level measurements at a road measuremlent site. _f the

preferred test conditions cannot be attained, adjustments to

sound level measurements are made as outlined in Section 2.3.

8.2.2 _NSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation necessary for the procedures

includes a Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

ANSI S1.4-1971 specifications); a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate to ±.5 decibel; an anemometer (wind speed

indicator) accurate to ±10% at 20 km/hr; and a windscreen

recommended by _he microphone manufacturer. The windscreen

shall be used at all times. U_z 06 _ wi_d_eazzn ,%zda_z_ Zhz

infiua;_c of wi*_d ind_czd noi_z aX ¢;_z mia,zophonz.

The sound level measurement system should be checked

anaually to Verify its accura_ I by its manufacturer or a

certified laborato_ I .

8.2.3 PERSONNEL

Persons responsible for conducting sound level mea-

sure/_ent tests should be =rained in the operation of sound

level meters and familiar with the test procedure and correc-

tions which may have to be applied.

8.2.4 TEST SITE

The preferred site used _or measurements shall be

fla=, open and free of reflectinq surfaces such as parked
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vehicles, signboards, buildings, or hillsides, within a 30 meter

(98.5 ft.) radius of the microphone and a 30 meter (98.5 ft.)

radius of a passing vehicle (Fig_ire l) at the lane of

traffic closest to the microphone.

Whenever possible, the site selected for monitoring

should meet _he preferred site specifications. For those sites

which do not meet the above specifications, adjustments to _he

measured noise level values are required. These adjustments

are outlined in Section 2.3. SwlZz_ may bz p_zq_li_i£d _t

v_ou_ Zo_a._lar_ i_ _kz oomm_r_J_.

Within the area specified above, the traffic lane

should be a st-zaight run. The su2face of _he ground in the

measuremen_ area shall be hard, dry, and free from snow,

standing water, soil, or other extraneous material.

8.2.5 VEKICLE OPerATION

Vehicles are observed during normal roadway opera-

tion. When measuring the noise level of a given vehicle,

other vehicles on the same roadway shall be outside of the

measurement area shown in Figure i.

8.2.6 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Mount the microphone [or sound level meter/

microphone combination) on a tripod at a height of !.2 meters

(4 ft.) =8 em (±3 in.) above the ground. Locate _he micro-

phone at a distance of 15 meters (50 ft.) from the oenterline

of the lane of traffic. _f the microphone cannot be located

15 meters (50 ft. from the traffic lane, adjustments are
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then made to the sound level measurements to correct them to

the standard distance. The adjustments are discussed in

Section 2.3 of this document. The microphone shall be

oriented per manufacturers' specificationsl

Set the sound level meter to "fast" response and

A-weighting. Observe the meter as the vehicle passes the

microphone. Note the highest observed sound level on a

data sheet CFigure 2).

Measurements should be made only when tgne A-weighted

sound level, including noise from wind and sources other than

the vehicle being measured, is at least 10 decibels lower than

the sound level of the vehicle. Background ambient sound

measurements should be made i_mediately before and after mea-

surements or at regular intervals not to exceed i0 minutes.

Measurements should not be made when it is' raining

or snowing, or when wind speed exceeds 2D km/hr C12 mph).

Measurements should not be made during environmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) which the instrument manu-

facturers deem unacceptable.

A_ external calibratien of the sound level meter

should be made at regular inte_za!s not to exceed 2 hours.

If the calibration differs by more -_han 1 decibel, measure-

ments taken between calibrations shall not be considered

valid and the sound level meter shall be adjusted.
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CENTER OF
LANE OF' TRAVEL

Figure i. Preferred Roadside Test Site
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Figure 2. Example: • Vehicle _loise MeasuremenL Report Form

_x,rllllJ IIl_ r : |)life : Time!

VohlcJe: Test Type;

Vehle]e Hake: ___Gross 14t; l.lc@llne; Model: Year:

ltegtstered Owner or Operator Address:

Sou,d Level Heter Ha,,f: Ca llbra_or Ha,,f: Hlcro. Hall,f:

Type : Type :. Type :.
S_rJ_ll @: Serlnl J: Serial #:

H_l:er Check 1] lbltt:. [l |411.|scree. Q"A" |_.elghtl. B 61 Fast lteul,Ollu e C_llbratlo.. Pretest dll
£]Slow Peatiest dis

'l'esl: C¢)lidlClQils C()lldlLi(llls Wl.d Speed m/see
o

*|'e8£ _lo. Heallllrelllellt I,oelltloll I,p, dll Sketeil of Tuot Site

....... If: [It'u(itll|l|f.lul| IlJ. l:_:, lndlcul:e lilts
III_v J _IIIlL | l._ll

• _,,,iJt.* ,4,I : 7* ,,.,,.m.dlb_



8.3 BUSES : STATIONARY _IETHOD

8.3.1 _URPOSE

T_Z purpose of Zhi_ _X_I_onu_g noi_z _ZSX procedure

i_ _o provZdz a mzi_od to mza_u._z bu_ round Izuzi_ whZ_k are

a6pzatabZz and dzfznsibZz, rhi_ tgpz of tz_Z can bz ac L

aompZi_hzd at a pr_fz_zd _itz _nde.._ desired opzra_ng

_' o ndi.tJ.o n,_ .

8.3 •2 INSTRUMENTATION

A Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

ANSI Si.4-1971 specifications); a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate to z.5 decibel; an anemometer (wind speed .....

indicator) accurate to =10% at 20 k_/hr; an engine speed

tachometer* accurate to =5% at full scale; and a windscreen

recommended by the microphone manufacturer are required for

_he stationaz_! noise tes_. The windscreen shall be used at

all times. U_Z of a Win_crzzn rzd_cz_ Xhz in_iaznaz of _ind

ind,,czd _Loi._¢ _ ZhZ mi_%ophanZ and preZec_ the sZC,%ophOnz.

The" sound level measurement system shall be checked

annually by its manufacturer or a certified laboratory to

verify i_s accuracy.

8.3.3 PERSONNEL

Per_on,_ rz_pon_ibZz for condac,t£n@ _o_ad _zvei mza-

s_azmzn_ Zzs2_ .$h.ou,gd _Z 2aalnzd in lhz op_ra_.ion of round

_ZuZZ m_..tz2.._ and famiZiar _i_h this _z_ proazduA_.

*The tachcmete_ shall be compatible with 4, 6, and 8 cylinder
engines. All manufacturers' specifications for the =ach-
ometer's use shall be followed. See Section 3,7 for a

discussion of _achemeters.
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8.3.4 TEST SITE

The site shall be flat, open and free of reflecting

surfaces, such as parked vehicles, signboards, buildings, or

hillsides, with_in 15 meters {50 ft.) of the vehicle and micro-

phone. An empt 9 po;uCion o_ • pa_king _o;t m_y _e sa2isfactory.

8.3.5 VEEICLE OPERATION

Turn off all auxiliary equipment which is installed

on the bus and is not associated with the operation of the

vehicle while in transit. The engine shall be at normal

running temperature with the transmission in neutral or park.

Attach t-he tachometer per manufacturer's instructions. For

governed engines, the engine is accelerated to maximum

governed speed with wide open throttle. For ungoverned

engines, the engine is accelerated to speed at maximum

ra_ed k2rsepower.

8.3.6 TEST PROCEDURE

Set the sound level metsr on A-weighting and "fast"

response. Place the microphone on a tripod at I. 2 meters

(4 ft.) 28 cm (=3 in.) above the ground at a distance of

7 meters (23 ft.) 2.5 m (±20 in.) from the vehicle center-

line on a line perpendicular to the exhaust outlet (see

Figure !).

Observe the sound level meter as the bus is oper-

ated as described in Section 8.3.5. Measurements are valid

when the background ambient A-weighted sound levels, including
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noise from wind and sources other than the vehicle under

test, are at least 10 decibels lower than the 'noise from

the vehicle under test. Observe the background ambient sound

level before and after each test.

Note vehicle model, operation data and noise mea-

surement results on a data sheet. (Figure 2 contains a sug-

gested fol-mat, l

Meeaure/nents shall not he made when the wind speed

exceeds 20 km/hr [12 mph) or when it is raining or snowing.

M_asurements shall not be made during environmental

oonditions (t_mperature, humidity) which the instr_lment manu-

facturer deems unaooep_able.

An external calibration Of uhe sound level meter

shall be made before and after each series of measurements.

If _he calibrations differ by more Khan one decibel, the

measurements shall be repeated aftsr the sound level meter

has been adjusted.
• ., . , ,

The follhgin_l_o_oqraph shows 'a bus noise measure-

ment bei/_g made..
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F_GU._E 1

STATIONARY BUS TEST SITE
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9.0 CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Construction site activity is a significant con-

tributor to community noise. Construction noise is discussed

as a proDibited act in Article VI, Section 6.2.6 of the Model

Community Noise Control Ordinance. However, construction equip-

ment noise is not discussed as separate noise sources requiring

legislation in the Model Community Noise Control Ordinance. A

........... measurement procedure is .presented which can be used to identify

t/%e principal contributors to construction site noise. Modifi-

'cation of a community's noise ordinance may be required for

conteSters'instituting such controls. ..

Numerous methods for measurement of ccn_.uc.-cn_-_

...............equipmen_ noise were reviewed and evaluated. Figure 9.! pre- -

sends the evaluation matrix. A test metho_r--beaed-on--_PA-Us

noise measurement procedure for portable air compressors, is

also presented.

Equipment noise levels and the amount of time the

equipment is in its noisiest mode can be used to compute the I

average sound level (Leq) contributed by the equipmen_ to the

total site average sound level.

The computation is accomplished in the following

manner.. The noise of each ite._ of construction equipment is

117
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measured using the test procedure presented in this section.

The typical amount of tLme that the equipment is in its

noisiest operating mode is also noted, The distance from

the center of equipment activity to the construction sate

boundary is determined. These data are used in the following

equation to determine the average sound level contribution

of the equipment to the site average sound level Leq.

Equipment: Leq _ 20 !ogCd)+10 log(U.F.) - _B

is the average of the measurements at
7 meters

d is the distance from equipment activity
to site boundary

U.P. is the usage factor. It is the r_io of
the period of time the equipment is in its
noisiest mode of operation to the period
used to determine the site average sound
level tot one hour)

The site average sound level is measured using the procedure

proyided in Section 5.2.
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9.2 CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

9.2.1 PURPOSE

A procedure which can be used by communities to mea-

sure the noise of individual construction equipment at a site

is described. The procedure is designed to enable these mea-

surements to be made while other equipment is operating on the

site. The noise of individual equipment is used to determine

_he equipment which is the major contributor to construction

site noise.

9.2.2 !NSTR_4_NTATION

A Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

A57S_ S1.4-!971 specifications) a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate to :.5 decibel; an anemometer (wind speed

indicator) accurate to zlO% at 20 km/hr; an engine speed

tachomete_accurate to z5% at full scale; and a windscreen

recommended by the microphone manufaczurer are required. The

windscreen shall be used at all t_mes. U_z o_ • wi_dse_z£n

rzd_az_ Xhz infZ_znaz of _ind indaczd noi_.z _ Z_z mi_xophonz.

The sound level measurement system shall be checked

annually by its manufacturer or a certified laboratory to

verify its accuracy.

"Tachometers shall be compatible with both u_o and four stroke
engines. A mechanical tachometer may be required for un-
governed diesel engines, see Section 3.7.
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9.2.3 PERSONI_EL

P£_on_ r_pon_i6Zz for _ond_tin_ _o_nd £zvzZ mza-

su_zmzn_ _z_t_ _a2._i_ _z t_ainzd in t_z operation af _a_nd ZzuzZ

m_tz_ and famiZiar w_E thi_ t_s_ p_aczdu_z.

9.2.4 TEST SaTE

If possible, the construction equipment being tested

shall be moved to an area at the construction site as flat,

open, and free from large reflecting surfaces and other noise

sources as possible.

9.2.5 EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Stationary equipment (e.g., pavement breakers, air . _

compressors, o_anss, concrete trucks) are operated at load

and performance (i.e., engine speed, breaking rate) which .....

are typical of its normal operation.

M_bile equipment (e.g., graders, scrapers, dozers)

_ shall he operated in a stationary position with the engine at

governed speed, or if ungoverned, at the engine speed cor-

responding to rated horsepower and, if possible, with

auxiliary equipment operating.

9.2.6 MEASURY_MENT _RQgEDURE

Set the souI_d level meter/microphone on a tripod at

a height of 1.2 me_ers (4 ft.) t8 c_ (:3 in.) above _he

ground. Measurements are made 7 meters (23 ft.) ±8 cm (23 in.)

from a plane formed by the major components of the equipment

under test (see Figure 1). Set the sound level meter for

"fast" response and A-weighting. Operate _he equipment for a

suffioient period to allow a repeatable m_ximum sound level

121
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reading to be observed. A total of four equi-spaced measure-

ments are made 7 meters (23 ft.) from the equipmen_ surface.

Figure i presents reference surfaces for common equipment types.

The reported sound level for the equipment unit is the arith-

metic average of all four measurements.

Measurements are valid when the background ambient

A-weighted sound levels, including noise from wind and sources

o_her than the equipment under test, are at least !0 decibels

lower than the noise from the equipment under test. Observe

the background ambient sound level before and after each test.

If the background ambient sound levels are within

l0 decibels of the measured sound levels, either adjust the

measured sound levels for other noise or repeat the measure-

ments at a distance less than 7 meters (23 ft.) from the equip-

men_ (Section 9.2.7).

Note equipment model, operation data and noise mea-

surement results on a data sheet. Figure 2 contains a sug-

gested format.

Measurements shall not be made when the wind speed

exceeds 20 _m/hr (12 mph) or when it is raining or snowing.

Measurements shall not be made during environmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) which the instrurnent manu-

facturer deems unacceptable.

An external calibration of the sound level meter

shall be made before and after each series of measurements.

_f the celibraticns differ by more than one decibel, the

F
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measurements shall be repeated after the sound level meter is

adjusted.

The following photograph shows a construction equip-

men_ noise measurement being made.

9.2.7 ADJUSTMENTS FOR HIGH AMBIENT NO iS_ CONDITIONS

Measurements are valid when the background ambient

A-weighted sound levels, which include wind noise and all

sources other _han the equipment under test, are more than

l0 decibels lower than the measured sound levels. Observe

the background a_bient sound level before and after each test. . r

If _heee conditions are no_ met, two options exist: - _ : -

1. Measurements can be made at locations less
than 15 meters (23 ft. ) from the equipment •

being studied. The distance should be se- -_.
letted so tha_ background ambient sound

...................... levels are a= least l0 decibels lower than

the measured sound levels. Carefully note
the distance" used for the measurements.

Table 1 can be used to adjus_ the measured
.............................. sound levels to a standard. 7-meter (23 ft.)

distance. If r_easurements are m_de at dis-:

ta1%ces frem the equipment less thun twice the
equipmen_ major d/mensien, near field effects
can resul_ "in questionable resul_s. There-

.......................... fore, this situation should be avoided. The
following alternative can be used.

2. Measurements of the source and of the hack-

ground ambient sound levels are made at the
7-me_er (23 f_.) distance. Corrections are
applied to the measured sound levels in ac-
cordance with Table 2 if the background ambi-
ent sound level is from 3 to i0 decibels below

the measured sound level, If the background
a/mbient sound level is 0 to 3 decibels below
_he msasttred sound levels, measurements closer
to the source should be made, being aware of
the near field effects described in Option i

.................... above.
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Figure !. ReFerence Surface For Construction "qu[pmen_.

Note: Equipment shaded.
ReFerence surfac_ {nd_caced by broken I{nes.
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FI(III?,E 2. EXAblPI,E: VEIIIC|.E NOISI_ HEA_UI(EHENT REPOItT FORM

EX_llJl|llur_ Dale: TJIII_:

V_hJclu: TeuE Tyl)e;

V_hJ_|e Hake: Orou8 WE; License; Hodul: Yeur:

RegJucer_d O_n_r or Ol)_rutor Address;

•'hHmd I.uvu| Hutul" Hzlmdc; I_ullbral:Or H_lau[; Hiero. Hutlu£;

'l'yp_ : 'l'y pu ; Typ_ :
Serial //: Surlal #1 Serial n:

Hcl.u( Ch_:ck I-! Ih|_t. I] |1lmluereea D "A" .|/ol_htlHB ISI [:ague Ruupmluu CtllJbrtltJoll Pcel:uut 5111
171_Ilow Pou tteat d l|

/_utiu F/I l llu._hur

'l't_U/d I.*lJl|dl/2JOl|/J (.*Olitl|tltlllgJ Wtlld Spued injure

'ruu r Ho. I.oelltlon Sl)und (rpm) I,p. d II .ql(flte|l Of "|'UUC SJ.I:O

l[ pruquali[ied altu, lndlcate alto

J deulgnuel°n

.... __ ..........



TABLE 1

ADJUSTMENTS FOR MEASUREMENTS MADE AT DISTANCES
OTHER THAN 15 METERS

Distance, Meters Correc._ion to be Added, dB

3 -7.5
4 -5.0
5 -3.0
6 -1.5
7 0
8 1.0
9 2._

i0 3.0
ii 4.0
12 4.5
13 5.5
14 6.0
15 6,5

,

[
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TABL_ 2

CORR_CTIOM FACTORS FOR BACKGROUND AMBIENT SOUND LEVELS

L s = i0 logla [IQLp/I0 - i0LO/10]

L s is snaticnary source sound level contribution

Lp is meas%Lred sound level wi_h so_rce operating

Lo is background sound level with source not
operating

Difference bet-seen Subtract Values from

Lp and Lo Lp to get Ls

0 *
1 *
2

-'- 3 3.0
4 2.,5
5 2.0 ...........
6 1.5
7 1.0
8 l.O

........... 9 0.5
-.._... i0 0.5

"Canno_ be determined. Background levels
mus_ be lower.
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10.0 MOTORBOATS

l0 •1 INTRODUCTION

The Model Community Noise Control Ordinance contains

a section (Article VT, Section 6.2.15) which specifies maximum

allowable motorboat noise. The measurement procedure presented

in _his section is based on the Society of Automotive Engineers

Recommended Practice J-34B.

i0.2 MOTORBOATS

i0.2.1 PURPOSE

The p_r_0_e a_ th.J_s mz_zment pr0ced_z /_ t0 pro-

vide • se_nz _or enforaemen_ offlaia_ ..tO mza.%uz.z rno;Cs_.boa:C

noi_¢ from _ po_iZlon on shcrz or at. a floa21n8 platform. It

i4 ba_zd an an ind,,A_y accepted proezd_z dzvzZopzd by Z_z

Socle_y of Au_omoZivz Ensinzz_.

10 •2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

A Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

ANSI SI.4-1971 specifications); a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate _o =.5 decibel; an anemometer (wind speed

indicanor) accurate to =10% at 20 km/hr; and a windscreen

recommended by _he microphone manufacturer are required.

The windscreen shall be used at all _imes. U_z o_ a w_nd_¢rezn

reduce_ Iha infZ_encz of _ind induced no/_z at X/rE mi_rst_konz.

The sound level measurement sys_:em shall be checked

annually by its manufacturer or a. certified laboratory to

verify its accuracy.

10.2.3 PERSONNEL

P¢_.40_ _z_pon,_iblz _or _ondu_ing _o_nd 2.zvz2. maa-

._u2.eme,n_ Zz_X:4 sl_o,,_d be_ trained in _h_ operation of sound
32.9

ZevZZ _a_e_ and familiar _ui_h _hi_ _es.C proazd_r_.



!0.2.4 TEST S_TE

The test site shall he located on a portion of the

body of water where the heat can operate along a straight line

_n a safe manner. The water depth at 25 meters (82 ft.) from

the shoreline or a measurement platform is sufficient to allow

normal operation of _he motorboat being tested. Three points

are established by marker buoys (Figure i) :

- Starting Point: A point 30 meters (98.5 ft.)
ahead of a perpendicular to the boat path
passing through the microphone (onshore).

- Entrance Point: A point 15 me=ers (50 ft.)
ahead of a perpendicular to the boat path
passing through the microphone (onshore).

- End Pelt=: A point 15 meters (S0 ft.) beyond
a perpendicular to the boat path passing
through the microphone (onshore).

If the measurements are made on shore, the area along the

test site shall he flat, .open and free of large reflecting sur-

faces such as vehicle, signboards, buildings, or hillsides

within 30 meters (98.5 ft.) of the microphone.

i0.2.5 MOTORBOAT OPERATION

Start _he motorboat from a stands=ill at the starting

point and approach the en_-_ance point at one-quar=er throt=le

(approximate). Upon reaching _he entrance point, open the

engine throttle fully. Main=ain t.his condition until the end

poin_ is reached. Deceleration can then begin.

10.2.6 MEASUREMEN T PROCEDURE

Set the sound level me=er/microphone on a tripod at

a height of 1.2 meters {4 ft.) ±8 c_ (±3 in.) above the surface



of the water. The microphone shall be located 25 meters

(82 ft.) z25 c_ £±10 in.) from the hoat_s path as indicated in

Figure 1.

If the on shore test site requirements outlined An

Section 10.2.4 cannot be accomplished, the microphone can be

placed on an a_chored boat 25 meters (82 ft.) from the path of

the motorboat being tested. Care must be taken that the mea-

surement platform is free of reflecting surfaces.

Set the sound level meter for "fast" response and

A-weightinq. Observe _he sound level meter while the boat

passes. The m_ximum sound level observed while the boat is

between _he entrance and end points shall be noted on a data

sheet. (Figure 2 contains a suggested fob-mat.)

Repeat the procedure in =he opposite direction. The

reported sound level for _he mo_orboa= is the maximum of the

_wo measurements. Measurements are valid when the background

ambien_ A-weighted sound levels, including noise from wind and

sources other than _he boat under test, are at least i0 decibels

lower t_an the noise from the boat under test. Observe _he back-

ground ambien_ sound level before and after each tes_.

Nots motorboat and engine models, operating data,

and noise measurement results on a data sheet (_igure 2).

Measurements shall not be made when the wind speed

exceeds 20 kln/hr (12 mph) or when it is raining or snowing.

Measurements. shall not be made during environmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) "_hich the instrument manu-

facturer deems unacceptable.
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An external calibration of the sound level meter

shall be made before and after each series of measurements.

If the calibrations differ by more than one decibel, the

measurements shall be repeated, after the sound level meter

is adjusted.

The following photograph shows a noise measurement

of a motorboat being made.

° -.
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ii.0 MOTORCYCLES

ii.i INTRODUCTION

TWO motorcycle noise measurement methods are presented

An support of Article _X, Section 9.1 Motor Vehicle@ and Motpr-

o_91es on Publiq Ri_hts-of-Wa_ Of the Model Community Noise

Control Ordinance, a passby test procedure and a stationary

procedure. A stationary motorcycle noise regulation is not pro-

.....................vided An Article IX, Sac=ion 9.1, but an applicable enforcement

met/%od is presented here for communities de@irinq to .adopt. this

type of regulation.

These methods were selected after a _hcrough review

.............. and analysis of cur=ant available sound level fast. procedures

for motorcycles. Figure ll.1 presents the evaluation matrL_ ..............................used. in me!acting _hese methods. In addition, test me,hods for. ll[_

au_mo_iles (_igure 5.i) were also reviewed.

Although many motorcycles come equipped wi_h tach-

......ometers_an external tachometer may be ne-de_a-fy"_'6_"_h--_%_ ..........-......

vehicles not so equipped. Since the number of cylinders and

firing arrangements may differ from motorcycle to motorcycle,

care must be _aken in correctly wiring and interpreting _he

indications of an external tachometer. A local automotive

supply house or motorcycle shop can supply quidance in pur-

chasing an external tachometer. Due to the large variation

in motorcycle engine size and operatinq characteristics, no

one engine speed can be specified for _he stationary measure-

men_ method. Fifty percent o_ the speed at _aximum Ea_ed horse-

power is suggested as the best speed to be used.
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•. Figure ll.l

Hotorcyc)e Noise Heasurement
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Figur_ 11.I

Hatorcyc1_ _OlS_ k_a_ur_m_nt
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Ii. 2 MOTORCYCLES : PASSBY Y_ASURE_/ENT PROCEDURES

ii. 2.1 PURPOSE

A mzthod _or obtaining _oand 2.zvzr. mzas_,_eme,t_ of

motorayaZes spraying on tke_oaghfa_z_ is d_aribzd below.

It i_ dif_iaur_ to aon_ro£ _iZz condi..Lisns _ah affeaX the '.

_aa_acy of _o_nd _eueZ mza_u,_eme_t_ at a _oad mea_rzmzn2

SiJ_Z. I_ Z_Z prefzr_zd mza_v_zment s_._e cannot b_ a_ained,

_dju_tm#_n_ _o sound £zvzi mca_rzmzn2_ may be nea_ary.

T_e_Z adj_tmzn_ _z d..L_cu_zd in Section Z.3.

ii. 2.2 _NSTRUMENTAT_ON c

The instrumentation necessary for the procedures

includes a Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

A_S_ Si.4-1971 speci_icatlons); a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate t0 :.5 decibel; an anemometer (wind. speed

indicator) accura¢e to -_!'0%at 20 km/hr; and a windscreen

recommended by the microphone manufacturer. The windscreen

shall be used at all times. U_ of = _ind_zen reda_es the

in6Zu.znc.e o{ _£nd .;.aduazd noi..s¢ _ .the microphone.

The entire sound level measurement system shall he

checked annually by its manufacturer or a certified laboratory

for accuracy.

1i. 2•3 ._ERSONN_L

Pe,'_on_ responsible for conducting sound Zzue£

mza_;ur:.zmzn.:_ 6hould bz Z,'_ain£d in Zhz opzaaX,l.on of ,_ov_nd

lzvz£ metz_u_ and famir_iar wizh the _z_Z procedure _nd e.ar,zea-

tion_ which may hau_ to be applied.



11.2.4 _ASUREMZ_T SITE

The preferred site used for measurements shall be

flat, open and free of reflecting surfaces such as parked ve-

hicles, signboards, buildings, or hillsides, within a 3Q meter

(98.5 ft.) radius of the microphone and a 3Q meter (98.5 ft.)

radius of a passing automobile (see _igure i) at the lane of

traffic closest to the microphone. Si_tz_ s=y 5_ p_q_L_i_lZd

ve.._iou.,._. _uca,._.on_ la _ camm_niZy.

_or those sites which do not meet the above specifica-

tions, adj_s_ents to the measured noise level values are re-

quired. These adjustments are discussed in Section 2.3.

Within t.he area specified above, the _raffic lane

_ shall be a straigh_ r_n. The surfsce of _he ground in _he ......

measurement area shall be hard, dry, and free from snow,

standing wa_er, soil, or other _traneous material.

11.2.5 VEH_CLZ OPERATION

Vehicles are observed during normal roadway opera-

tion. When measuring the noise level of a given vehicle,

other vehicles on _he same roadway should be outside of the

measurement area shown in Figure i.

11.2.6 M_ASUREMENT..PR0CEDURE

Moun_ the microphone (or sound level meter/

microphone combination) on a tripod at a height of 1.2 meters

(4 ft.) =8 cm (±3 in.} above the ground. Locate the micro-

phone at a distance of 15 meters C50 ft.) from the centerline

of the lane of traffic. If the microphone cannot be located
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15 meters (50 ft.} from the traffic lane, adjust:nents are then

made to the sound level measurements to correct them to the

standard distance. The adjustments are discussed in Section 2.3.

The microphone should be oriented per manufacturer's

specifications.
1

Set the sound level meter to "fast" response and

A-weighting. Observe the meter as the vehicle passes the

microphone. Nc_e the highest observed sound level on a

data sheet (Figure 2).

Measurements shall be made only when the A-weighted

sound level, including noise from wind and sources other than

the vehicle being measured, is at least l0 decibels lower

than the sound level of the vehicle. Background ambient sound

level measurements shall be made immediately before and after

measurements or a_ regular inte_la!s not to exceed i0 minutes.

Measurements shall not be made when it is raining or

snowing, or when wind speed exceeds 20 km/hr (12 mph).

Measurements shall no_ be made during environmental

conditions (temperature, humidi_y) which _he instrument manu-

facturer deems unacceptable.

An external calibration of the sound level meter

shall be made at regular intervals not to exceed two hours.

_f the calibration differs by more than one decibel, measure-

_ men_s _aken between calibrations shall net be considered

!
valid and the sound level meter shall be adjusted.
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ii.0 MOTORCYCLES

ii.i INTRODUCTION

TWO motorcycle noise measurement methods are presented

in support of Article IX, Section 9.1 Motor Vehicles and Motor-

cycles on Public Ri@hts-of-Way of the Model Community Noise

Control Ordinance, a passby test procedure and a stationary

procedure. A stationary motorcycle noise regulation is not pro-

vided in Article IX, Section 9.1, but an applicable enforcement

method is presented here for communities desiring to adopt this

type of regulation.

These methods were selected after a thorough review

and analysis of current available sound level test procedures

for motorcycles. Figure ll.l presents the evaluation matrix

u ted in selecting these methods. In addition, test methods for

automobiles (Figure 5.1) were also reviewed.

Althoughmany motorcycles come equipped with tach-

ometers, an external tachometer may be necessary for those

vehicles not so equipped. Since the n,_her of cylinders and

firing arrangements may differ from motorcycle to motorcycle,

care must be taken in correctly wiring and interpreting the

indications of an external tachometer. A local automotive

supply house or motorcycle shop can supply guidance in pur-

chasing an external tachometer. Due _o the large variation

in motorcycle engine size and operating characteristics, no

one engine speed can be specified for the stationary measure-

ment met/%cd. Fifty percent of the speed at maximum rated horse-

power is suggested as the best speed to be used.
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ii. 2 MOTORCYCLES : PASSBY MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

ii. 2. l PURPOSE

A mz_hod for ob_inlng ao_nd £zvz£ mz_zmzna_ of

m0a0r_ye£z_ opz_tln 9 on Xkoro_ghf_z_ i_ described bz£o_.

It _ dlffic__K to o.on_o£ _i_z _ondi_ions _hie.h ,_f_cX ahz

_a_,,_g o_ &ou.nd Leuz£ mz_,,_zmsn_6 at • .%sad mza-_mznt

_/_z. _ the paz_zn2tzd mz_uAzmznX _zlt£ _anno_: 5Z aX.ta_nzd,

ad],,._tmzn_ Xo _o,nd Zzuz_ mz_-_u_zmznX_ m_ 5z sz_z_g.

Tkz_z adju_m_n_ a._£ d_u_zd in SzaKion Z.5.

ll. 2.2 !.I_ST.RUM_NTATTON

The instrumentation necessary fez the procedures

includes a Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

ANSX Si.4-1971 specifications) ; a sound level meter cali-

brate= accu2_e to _-.5 dgcibel; an anemometer (wind speed

indicator) acetate _o ±10% a_ 20 km/h=; and a windscreen

-recommended by the microphone manufacturer. The windscreen

shall he used at all times. U_z o_ • _ind_azzn ,%zd,,czs _hz

infZ,,z*t_z of _uind ind=_zd noi_z _a ahz microphonz,

Th_ entire sound level measurement system shall be

checked annually by its manufac=urer or a certified laboratory

_or accuracy.

1 i. 2.3 PERSON.NEL

mza_u2tzmznZ..$ aho_d hz _a£nzd in the. opcra_ion of _o_nd

_zvz£ meXza_ ang f_m_ia_ _£Xh _hz _eaz p_oceg,,rz ¢_nd ¢o,'t._ea-

_lon_ _hich ma 9 h_uz Zo bZ app£izd.
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11.2.4 .MEASUREMENT SITE

The preferred site used for measurements shall be

flat, open and free of reflecting surfaces such as parked ve-

hicles, signboards, buildings, or h/l!sides, within a 30 meter

(98.5 ft.) radius of the microphone and a 30 meter (98.5 ft.)

radius of a passing automobile (see Figure l) at the lane of

traffic closest to the microphone. Si.tzs ma_ 6z przq_rLiifizd

_t v_iou_ Zo_tlona in a _omm_nitg.

For these sites which do not meet the above specifica-

tions, adjustments to the measured noise level values are re-

quired. These adjustments are discussed in Section 2.3.

Within the area specified above, the traffic lane

shall be a straight run. The surface of the ground in the

measurement area shall be hard, dry, and free from snow,

s_anding water, soil, or other extraneous material.

11.2.5 VEHICLE OPERATION

Vehicles are observed during normal roadway opera-

tion. _4hen measuring the noise level of a given vehicle,

other vehicles on the same roadway should be outside of the

measurement area shown in Figure 1.

1 I. 2.6 MEASURF-MENT PROCEDURE

Mount the microphone (or seund level meter/

microphone combination) on a tripod at a height of !.2 meters

(4 ft.) ±8 cm (±3 in.) above the ground. Locate the micro-

phone at a distance of 1S meters (50 ft.) from the centerline

of _he lane of traffic. If the microphone cannot be located
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15 meters (S0 ft.) from the traffic lane, adjustments are then

made to the sound level measurements to correct them to the

standard distance. The adjustments are discussed in Section 2.3.

The microphone should be oriented per manufacturer's

specifications.

Set the sound level meter to "fast" response and

A-weighting. Observe the meter as the vehicle passes the

microphone. Note the highest observed sound level on a

data sheet (Figure 2_.

Measurements shall be made only when the A-weighted

sound level, including noise from wind and sources other than

the vehicle being measured, is at least i0 decibels lower

than the sound level of the vehicle. Background ambient sound

level measurements shall be made immediately before and after

measurements or at regular intervals not to exceed l0 minutes.

Measurements shall not be made when it is raining or

snowing, Or when wind speed exceeds 20 km/hr (12 mph).

Measurements shall not be made during envirenmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) which the inst.--ument manu-

facturer deems unacceptable.

An external calibration of the sound level meter

shall be made at regular intervals not to _xceed two hours.

If the calibration differs by more than one decibel, measure-

ments taken between calibrations shall not be considered

valid and the sound level meter shall be adjusted.
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ii .3 MOTORCYCLES : STAT!O_ARY TEST

ii. 3. ! PURPOSE

T_a purpose of this motorcycle stationary noise tz_t

p,_oazd_z is to provide a mathod w_i_h is rz_ea.tab_e and dz-

fzn_ib£z. T_z sta_-ionary Zzs_ can bz aaeomplishzd a_ a pre-

ferred tz_t site _ndzr dzsi_ed opzra_ing condlt_ion_.

ii. 3.2 ZNSTRU_NTATION

A Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

ANSI SI. 4-1971 specifications); a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate to z.5 decibel; an anemometer (wind speed

indicator) accurate to el0% at 20 km/hr; an engine speed

tachometer*accurate to :5% at full scale; and a windscreen

recommended by the microphone manufacturer are required. The

windscreen shall be used at all times. Use of a windsa_zzn

azdu_zs .the iaf£_znez of wind induced naive at Zhz microphone,

The sound level measurement system shall be checked

annually by its manufacturer or a certified laboratory to

verify its accuracy.

ll. 3.3 PERSONNEL

Pz,_..%on_ ,%zsponsibZz for conducting sound _zvzl mza-

su.rzmzn_'- tzsZ_ s_o_ld bz _rainzd in _hz opz_a_ion of _ound

! _zv¢_ meters and famiZia,_ wi_h _his _:zst proazd_rz.

The tachometer is used if the motorcycle does not have its
own tachometer. See Section 3.7 for discussion of tachometers.
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11.3.4 TEST SITE

The site shall be flat, open and free of reflecting

surfaces, such as parked vehicles, signboards, buildings, or

hillsides, within 7 meters (23 ft.) of the vehicle. Aa

zmpty portion of a pa_king Zot i_ sa_sfa_Zory.

11.3.5 VEHICLE OPE_ TION
i

The engine shal_l be at normal running temperature

with the transmission in neutral. If the motorcycle does not

have a neutral position for the transmission, the rear wheel

shall be supported on a stand allowing it to spin freely

while the engine operates. The rider shall sit astride the

motorcycle in normal riding position. Sound level measure-

ments are made at an average steady-state engine speed equal

to 50% of maximum rated _ngine speed.

i1.3.6 TEST PROCEDURE

Set the sound level meter on A-weighting, "fast"

response. Place the microphone or microphone/sound level meter

combination on a tripod at the same height above =he ground as

the motorcycle exhaust outlet. The microphone shall be posi-

tioned with its longitudinal axis parallel =o the ground

500 nun (20 in.) from the edge of the exhaust outlet, and

45 =i0 degrees from the axis of the outlet (see Figure l).

Observe the sound level meter as _he motorcycle oper-

ates as described in Section ll.3.S. For vehicles with multiple

exhausts, the measurements shall be repeated at each exhaust

outlet and all results reported on the data sheet. The
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TEST SITE

MICROPHONE LCCAT!ON

O° _ HICROPHON£

STATIONARY MOTORCYCLE TEST SITE

FIGURE i
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!2.1 .."_T.._CDUCT.Z0N

M=_e! a:--p.!a.ues,_ca=a _= caxs, .=c_a=_._"_v s_m!! =ne-

_v!_..u_e.- "_l_w ._luq" _as=_--!ne en_i._as a=_ _i'._n _--_v__u_ ¢=m-

_-.a_i¢_m_ _ha_., Lu _a few cases whe2e ¢i=a_i_ns we_-e issue,",

eh_ ¢!_i¢=s we--m based _n m_iae mea_um_-men-._ mad_ a= Chm

=_am_s_ =ssid_n_la! p=m.=e='_-Im= mmi=a s_u_i_.!v_ l_ud use. N=

J4 _ _ e
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!-_.2. ! .=u:_cs,z

Tl_'=.e2 Co= he=_-=-"} s_um_ !ev_l m_=,*.- (per

AI_SZ SI.4-!97! s_e¢i.=i=a'-i_=s) ; a s_d level _=--T c_l!-

:_.ud._.=a'_.¢,=),a_.--'_T_ _m 210% a= 20 k_/h_; a.-:da wiad=c.Te'_n

.'ee_'=._de '= hy _he mlc.T=phc=e ma.uufac_u=-=_ am = .-e_-ed. T_e

w-i2._=__ee.ushall he used'aU all_ _./.T_S. _ O_ = _n_=_zn

_h,, =ou.u_. isv_l =,*=sumam,'n= sys=am _ha!l _e c._.e=.ked

ve=i-_'Z i== a==u.--_Z.

!2.2.3 PE.RSON_L
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12.2.4 TEST SITE

The site shall be flat, open and free of reflecting

surfaces, such as parked vehicles, signboards, buildings, or

hillsides, within 5 meters (15 ft.) of the model. An empty

portion of a parking lot may be satisfactory.

12.2.5 POWERED MODEL VEHICLE OPERATION

The vehicle shall be stationary and secured to a test

stand or held so that the model is at the seme height as the

r_icxophone. A test stand might be constructed by securing a

platform of quarter-inch plywood, .5 meter (20 in.) square,

on a photography tripod. _f held, every effort shall be made

to minimize the effect of the holder on the measurements. The

holder shall not be in the direct line passing through the

microphone and model. The engine shall be run at maximum speed.

12.2.6 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Set the sound level meter/microphone on a tripod at

a height of 1.2 meters (4 ft.) :8 cm (=3 in.). The microphone

shall be located i meter (3.3 ft.) ±8 em (_3 in.) from the model.

Set =he sound level meter on "fast" response andA-weightinq.

Observe the sound level meter for 3Q seconds while the model

operates at full _hrottle. Note the maximum sound level

observed.

Measurements are valid when the background ambient

A-weighted sound levels, including noise from wind and sources

other than the model under test, are a_ least l0 decibels lower
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than the noise from the model under test. Observe the back-

ground ambient sot_nd level before and after each test.

Note model description, noise measurement results,

and other pertinent data on a data sheet. (Figure 2 contains

a suggested format.)

Measurements shall not be made when the wind speed

exceeds 19 km/hr (12 mph) or when it is raining or snowing.

Measurements shall not be made during environmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) which the instrument manu- !

fac_urer deems unacceptable.

An external calibration of the sound level meter
i

shall be made before and after each series of measurements.

If the calibrations differ by more than one decibel, the mea-

surements shall be repeated after the sound level meter is

adjusted.
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13.0 R_CREAT!ONA_ VEHICLES

13.1 INTRODUCTION

Recreational vehicles (.off-road motorbikes, go car_s,

snowmobiles, dune buggies, and others) are often powered by

small, air cooled 2 or 4 stroke engines. Because of space,

weight and power limitations, the mufflers used on _hese ve-

hicles are often very simple, no more than spark arrestors.

Since the vehicles are not registered for street use, they

are often modified or improperly maintained. The Mode_ Com -

munity Noise Control Ordinance considers the noise from these

vehicles in Article IX, Section 9.2.

Numerous noise measurement procedures were reviewed

..................and evaluated, Figure 13.1. Some of these test procedures in-

corporate an acceleration test. These tests - are-complex, r_ ..............

quire a large test space _nd can be dangerous to the vehicle

................._ i_s operator. Since exhaust noise is the dominant vehicle

noise, a stationary procedure, requiring measurements at

.5 meter (20 in.) from the vehicle's exhaust outlet, _s'pro-

vided. The stationary measurement method provides repeatable

and defensible results. It allows the test to be performed at

a preferred test site under desired operating conditions.
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13.2 RECREATION VEHICLES

13.2.1 PURPOSE

Recreation vehicles is a general term, used in this

context to describe off the road, unlicensed vehicles. Included

in this category are go carts, minibikes, motceross motorcy-

cles, snowmobiles, and dune buggies. The described measure-

ment procedure is applicable to all these vehicles.* Snow-

mobiles may be tested on snow or grass, while the other vehicles

shall be tested on a dry, sealed concrete or asphalt surface.

13.2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

A Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

ANSI SI.4-!971 specifications); a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate to _.5 decibel; an anemometer (wind speed

indicator) accurate to _10% at 20 km/hr; an engine speed

tachomter** accurate to =5% of full scale deflection; and a

windscreen recommended by the microphone manufacturer are re-

quired. The windscreen shall be used at all times. U_e o_

_i_d_arzzn rzduazs thz infZuanaz of wind induazd noi_z a_ Zhz

mlarophonz.

The sound level measurement system shall he checked

annually by i_s manufacturer or a certified laboratory to

verify its accuracy.

*In some cases, the vehicle might be licensed for use on

public roads. In these cases, procedures for motorcycles
and automobiles are applicable.

**Used if the vehicle does not have its own tachometer. See
Section 3.7 for a discussion of tachometers.
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13.2.3 PERSONNEL

Persons responsible for conducting sound level mea-

surement tests should be trained in the operation of sound

level meters and familiar with this test procedure.

13.2.4 TEST SITE

Th_ site shall be flat, open and free of refle4ting

surfaces, such as parked vehicles, signboards, buildings, or

hillsides, within 7 meters (23 ft.) of the vehicle. An

empty portion of a parring £ot ma 9 bz saXi_aa_or 9. Snowmo-

biles shall be tested on grass or snow. In _his _a_z, _n

empty _izZd is aeeep_abZe.

13.2.5 VEHICLE OPERATZON

The engine shall be at normal running temperature

with the transmission in neutral or park. Those vehicles

which do not have a neutral gear (e.g., snowmobiles) shall

be placed on a stand so that the treads clear the ground and

can rotate freely. Sound level measurements are made at an

average steady-state engine speed*equal to the governed en-
!

gine speed, 50% of rpm at ra_ed horsepower, or if the figures

are not available, 3500 rpm for engines less =han 950 cc
1

displacemenn and 2800 rpm for engines greater than 950 co

displacement.

13.2.6 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Set the sound level meter on A-weighting, "fast"

response. Place the microphone on a tripod at the same height

No.tZ: Di_ferznt off road vehie£zs ;lave different zngine firing
a_rangzmenZs. If a_L z._tzn.na2. _a_komz,tzr is _ed 4o moni-
;to_ znginz speed, _,_e _hould be _akzn Zo zns_rz ,_ha,t .¢hz
Z_home;_z.% i_ rzad ,"orrz__;C.P.g.
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above the ground as the vehicle's exhaust (see Figure 1). The

microphone shall be positioned with its longitudinal axis

parallel to the ground 500 n_n (20 in.) from the edge of the

exhaust outlet and 45 zl0 degrees from the axis of the outlet.

If the exhaust outlet is located 300 mm (12 in.) or more in-

board from the vehicle body, the microphone shall be located

200 nun (8 in.) from the vehicle body at the specified angle.

Observe the sound level meter while the vehicle is operated

as described in Section 13.2.5. Measurements are valid when the

background ambient A-weighted sound levels, including noise

from wind and sources other _han the vehicle under test, are

at least i0 decibels lower than the noise from the vehicle

under test. Observe the background ambient sound level before

and after each test.

Note vehicle model, noise measurement results, and----- ..........

other pertinen_ data on a data sheet. (Pigure 2 contains a

suggested format.)

Measurements shall not be made when the wind speed

exceeds 20 km/hr (12 mph) or when it is raining or snowing.

Measurements shall not be made during environmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) which the instrument manu-

facturer deems unacceptable.

An external calibration of the sound level meter

shall be made before and after each series of measurements.

If the calibrations differ by more than one decibel, the mea-

surements shall be repeated after the sound level meter is

adjusted.

The following photograph shows a _oise measurement

of a snowmobile being made.
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TEST SITE

VEH IC LE

TYPICAL MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS

MOTOCROSS OUNE BUGGY
MOTORCYCLE SNOW MOB lLE

Figure I. Recreation Vehicle Test Site
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14.0 REFUSE COLLECTION VEHICLES

14.1 INTRODUCTION

Article IX, Section 9.1.3 of the Model Community

Noise Control Ordinance establishes noise emission guide-

lines for refuse collection vehicles. These vehicles are heavy

trucks with a trash compacting mechanism mounted to the frame.

The noise from the compactor is measured in a manner similar

to the noise from construction equipment such as air com-

pressors. The proposed procedure requires noise measurements

_o be made at four locations at right angles to each other ........:_.:_._

around _he vehicle, while the vehicle is stationary during a

norr_al oompaction cycle. In this way, all the significant

noise producing components of the vehicles are considered.

Since i_ would be difficult to standardize the amount of

refuse to use during the test, the noise measurements are

made with the compactor empty.

A simplified in situ test procedure requiring a

single measurement at 7 meters at the side of the vehicle

midway between the cab and compactor can be used for screen-

ing purposes.
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14.2 REFUSE COLLECTION VEHICLES

14.2.1 PURPOSE

Since refuse collection vehicles are basically

trucks, truck noise level measurement procedures apply when

these vehicles are travelinq_ The compactor is a significant

noise source on these vehicles. Therefore, a separate sta-

tionary noise test procedure for compacting operations is

described.

14.2.2 INSTRUMENTATIQN

A Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

.ANSI S1.4-1971 specifications); a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate to =.5 decibel; an anemometer (wind speed

indicator) accurate to ±10% at 20 km/hr; and a windscreen

recommended by the microphone manufacturer are required. The

windscreen shall be used.at all times. U_ 0f a _ind_crzzn

rZd_Z_ thz in_Z_Znce of _ind indaczd noise a_ _hz _icrop_onz.

The entire sound level measurement system shall be

checked annually by the manufacturer or a certified labora-

tory to verify its accuracy.

14.2.3 _ERSONNEL

Persons responsible for conducting sound level mea-

surement tests should be trained in the operation of sound

level meters and familiar with this test procedure.
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14.2.4 TEST SITE

The site shall be flat, open and free of reflecting

surfaces, such as parked vehicles, signboards, buildings, or

hillsides, within 15 meters (50 ft.) of the four microphone

locations. An zmpZy portion of a pa_ng Zo2 may bz

sat.i_ faaro_y.

14.2.5 _FUSE COLLECTION VEHICLE OPE_TION

With the vehicle stationary at the tes_ site, cycle

the compactor through nermal modes of operation. The com-

pactor shall be e_p_y for the test.

14.2.6 MEASUREMENT.PROCEDURE

Place the sound level meter/microphone on a tripod

at a height of 1.2 meters (4 ft.) z8 cm (:3 in.). The

microphone shall be located 7 meters (23 ft.) ±15 cm (e6 in.)

from the side of the vehicle (see Figure 1). Set _he sound

level meter to "fast" response, and A-weighting. Observe the

sound level meter for a complete compacting cycle wi_h t-he com-

pactor empty. The maximum sound level observed during the com-

pacting cycle s_all be noted on a data sheet. (Figure 2 con-

;ains a suggested format.)

Measurements are _epeated for each of the four

sides of the vehicle. All four sound levels recorded are

reported.

MeasureMents are valid when the background ambient

A-weighted sound levels, including noise from wind and sources

o_her than the vehicle under Lest, are a_ least 10 decibels --
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lower than the noise from the compactor under _est.

the backqrettnd ambient sound level before and after e.

Note compactor model, operating data and noise *L.

surement results on a data sheet (Figure 2).

Measurements shall not be made when the wind speed

exceeds 20 km/hr (12 mph) or when it is rain'ng or snowing.

• j'

Measurements shall not be made dura. g environmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) which the imstrtunent manu-

facturer deems unacceptable.

An external calibration of the sound level me_er

shall be made before and after each series of measurements.

If t-he calibrations differ by more than one decibel, =he mea-

surements shall be repeated after zhe sound level meter is

adjusted.

The following photograph shows the measurement pro-

cedure for a re_use collection vehicle,
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® MICROPHONE LOCATIONS

TEST SITE REFUSE VEHICLE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

FIGURE 1
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l'_.[gilre2: l,'.xample: Vehicle Noise Measurement Report Form

V(:h h: la: : l'e_£ Type:.

V_:hl_:le I'llllc_:; __ VehJclu Type|. I,Icellue; I,Iotlel: Yexir

itel_ hi L_:a',:d ()wiLu Zl| __ AJiIr_su :

,';cll.ul i,_IVL_i i'll:l:_r Hall.f : ('.a I Ll)r,li:(H" Hnll.i: ; Hlcro. I.Iml, uL: |

'|'y pe :. Type : "J'ype :
S_rlll| _: _tlz'Jil] //Z S_r/al _:

_letez llhuclt [I ||IIEL. I'1 |;llulo(:ree|i £/ "A" llel/_h[:lliK i] l:au_ l|euli{.iu e Calllzvfl£1(*li l'rei_e_It dl|
121.Slow I'oul:_u I: dll

(:ellel'll[ l_l!nl.hl_r

'l'i:¢llClJi.llLll)i|,J (:I)II(III;I¢)IIS Wl.d _ipe_d m/u_e

't'_1: I1(}. M_luurum_:nt l,ucaLh)ll I.ll , dll .'lhel:l:h oE "I'_L 'lll:t:

IIi

Ill llreqlJllllflellllll:l_ Llldlca_e Illt_
IIeU1IIIIIII_loll
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15.0 TRUCKS

15.1 INTRODUCTION

TWO truck noise measurement methods are presented in

support of Article IX, Section 9.1 Motor Vehicles and Motor-

cycles on P_blic Ri_hts-of-Wa Z of the Model Community Noise

Control Ordinance. A stationary truck noise regulation is

not provided in Article IX, Section 9.1, but an applicable

enforcement method is presented here for communities desiring

to adopt this type of regulation.

The two noise measurement methods presented here were

selected after a thorough review and analysis of current avail-

able sound level test procedures for trucks. Figure 15.1 presents

the evaluation matrix used in selecting these methods. In ad-

dition, the methods for automobiles (Figure 5.1) were also

reviewed.

The passby and stationary noise test methods for trucks

are similar to those for automobiles and buses. The height of

the microphone and distance from the vehicle required for the

stationary test is consistent with the position required by

federal Department of Transportation procedures.

_j
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Figure 15.1
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15.2 TRUCK PASSBY: MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

15.2.1 PURPOSE

A method for obtaining sound level measurements of

trucks operating on thoroughfares is described below. It is

difficult to control site conditions which affect the accuracy

of sound level measurements at a road measurement site. If the

preferred site cannot be established, adjustments to sound

level measurements may be necessary. These adjustments are

discussed in Section 2.3.

15.2.2 I_NSTRU_NTAT!ON

The instrumentation necessary for the procedures

includes a Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

.A/_SI Si.4-1971 specifications); a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate to z.5 decibel; an anemometer (wind speed

indicator) accurate to zl_ at 20 km/hr; and a windscreen

recommended by the microphone manufacturer. The wind-

screen shall be used at all times;--U_e o•_ a. wiadsaazz_ re ...........

d_oz_ Zhz inf_zncz o_ _uind inda_zd noise a2 Zhz microphonz.

The sound level measurement system shall be checked

annually by its manufacturer or a certified laboratory to

verify its accuracy.

15.2.3 PERSONNEL

Persons responsible for conducting sound level mea-

surement procedures should be trained in the operation of sound
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level meters and familiar with the test procedure and correc-

tions which may have to he applied.

i5.2.4 MEASUREHENT SITE

The preferred site used for measurements shall be

flat, open and free of reflecting surfaces such as parked ve-

hicles, signboards, b_ildings, or hillsides, within a 30 meter

(98.5 ft.) radius of the microphone and a 30 meter (98.5 ft.)

radius of a passing truck (Figure l) at the lane of

traffic closest to the microphone. SiXz_ m_y b± pazq_u.6ifizd

u_io_ Zoc_ion_ in X_Z Comm_ni2y.

For those sites which do not meet the above specifi-

cations, adjustunenns to uhe measured noise level values are

required. These adjusZznents are discussed in Section 2.3.

Within the area specified above, the highway

shall be s_raight. The" s_faoe of the grotuld in the

measurement area shall be hard, dry, and free from snow,

standing water, soil, or other extraneous material.

15.2.5 VEHICLE OPERATION

Vehicles are observed during normal roadway opera-

_ion. When measuring the noise level of a given vehicle,

other vehicles on the same roadway shall be outside of the

measurement area shown in Figure 1.

15.2.6 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Moun_ the microphone (or sound level meter/

microphone combination) on a tripod at a height of 1.2 meters

(4 ft.) ±8 cm (±3 in.) above the ground. Locate the microphone
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au a disuance of 15 meters (50 ft.) from uhe cenUerline of the

lane of traffic. If the microphone cannot be located 15 meters

(50 ft.) from the traffic lane, adjustments are then made to

the sound level measurements to correct them to the standard

distance. The adjustments are discussed An Section 2.3.

The microphone shall be oriented per manufacturers' specifi-

cations.

Set the sound level meter to "fast" response and

A-weighting. Observe the meter as the vehicle passes the

microphone. Nc_e the highest observed sound level on a

data sheet (Figure 2).

Measurements shall he made only when the A-weighted_

sound level, including noise from wind and sources other than

the vehicle being measured, is at least l0 decibels lower than

the sound level of the v4hi_!e. Background ambient sound mea n
2

surements shall be made immediately before and after measure-

ments or at regular intervals nc_ to exceed l0 minutes.

Measurements shall not be made when i_ is raining

or snowing, or when wind speed exceeds 20 km/hr (12 mph).

Measurements shall not be made during environmental

conditions (temperature, humidity) which the instrument manu-

facturers deem unacceptable.

An exuernal calibration of the sound level meter

shall be made a_ regular intervals not to exceed 2 hours.

If the calibration differs by more than 1 decibel, measure-

ments taken between calibrations shall not be considered

valid and the sound level meter shall be adjusted.
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CENTER QF

LANE OF TRAVEL

FIGURE I. PREFERRED ROADSIDE TEST SI.TE
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15,3 TRUCKS: STATIONARY TEST

15,3,1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this stationary noise test procedure

is to provide a method to measure truck sound levels which is

repeatable and defensible, The stationary test can he accom-

plished at a preferred site under desired operating conditions,

15.3.2 INSTRUMENTATION

A Type 2 (or better) sound level meter (per

ANSl S1.4-1971 specifications); a sound level meter cali-

brator accurate to ±,5 decibel; an anemometer (wind speed

indicator) accurate to ±10% at 20 ._m/hr; an engine speed

tachometer* accurate to ±5% at full scale deflection; and a

windscreen recommended bY _he microphone manufacture_ are re-

quired. The windscreen should be used at all times, US£ 0_

a wlnd_crzzn azd_czs Zh£ infZ_zncz of wind induced noi_z at

_k_ mi_rop_onz and p_otzct_ _kz microphonz.

The sound level measurement system shall be checked

annually by its manufacturer or a certified laboratory to

verify its accuracy.

!5,3,3 PERSONNEL

Persons responsible for conducuing sound level mea-

surement tests should be trained in the operation of sound

!evsl meters and familiar with this test procedure.

_Two differenu tachometers may be required; one for spark
ignition engines and one for diesel engines, See Section 3.7,
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15.3.4 TEST SITE

The site shall be flat, open and free of reflecting

surfaces, such as parked vehicles, signboards, buildings, or

hillsides, within 15 meters (50 ft.) of the vehicle and the

microphone. An zmpty portion of a pa,%king Z_t may be

15.3.5 VEHICLE OPERATION

Turn off all auxiliary equipment which is installed

on the motor vehicle and not associated with operation of the

vehicle while in transit. The engine shall be at normal

running temperature with the transmission in neutral or park.

Attach the tachometer per manufacturer's instructions.

A governed engine is accelerated to m_ximum governed speed

with wide npen throttle.- I_ the engine is not governed, it

is accelerated to engine speed corresponding to maximum

horsepower.

15.3.6 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Set the sound level meter on A-weighting and "fast"

response. Place the microphone on a tripod 1.2 meters (4 ft.)

z8 cm (:3 in.) above the ground in the position shown in

Figure 2. A point is established on the center!ine of the lane

in which the vehicle is parked and within 1 meter (3.3 ft.) of

the longitudinal position of the vehicle's exhaust system out-

let. The microphone shall be located 7 meters (23 ft.) from

this point and along a perpendicular to the vehicle's side.
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Figure 2. S_a_ionary Truck Tes_ Si_e
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